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I n t roduct ion  

Dear readers, a highly explosive book! Considering the media spectacles that are from time to time produced 
by the Vatican, anyone who has begun to doubt if that has anything at all to do with Jesus, the Christ, will 
nevertheless be outraged to find out the extent to which the teachings and structure of the Church originated 
directly from a pagan cult of idolatry. This cult of idolatry was enveloped with the cloak called “Christian,” thus 
effectively duping mankind for centuries. The Church greatly interferes in the lives of individuals as well as in 
all aspects of public life –threatening with the eternal torments of hell all those who do not subject themselves 
to it. All of this has not in the least to do with Jesus, the Christ, with His simple teachings and with the original 
early Christianity!  

Every person has the freedom to believe what he wants and every institution can teach what it wants. 
However, Original Christians do not remain silent when an institution abuses the name of Jesus, the Christ, by 
calling itself Christian, even though its teachings and deeds not only have nothing to do with the teachings of 
Jesus, the Christ, but even contradict them.  

Regarding membership in a church, one or the other may think: “What’s the harm in it?” and “At least I’ll get a 
proper burial!” But take care! We should not forget who is burying us and going with us on our last journey – 
and what it is that the representatives of the institutions are giving us to take with us into the grave, namely, 
eternal hell. For according to church teachings, all those who do not fulfill what the Church prescribes are 
eternally damned – and who does know all of it, to say nothing of fulfilling it? Even when nice speeches are 
made at the graveside, eternal damnation is there in the priest’s subconscious and is written into church books 
as dogma.  

In connection with this series “For the Analytical Mind – Who Is Sitting on the Chair of Peter?” how often have 
we heard the comment: “So what! No one knew about this!” Everyone has the chance to thoroughly inform 
himself about the background and interconnections of the Church. What the individual does with his newly 
gained knowledge is up to him alone.  

In a program series that was broadcast worldwide, the Original Christians of today investigated the question: 
What is actually behind the Chair of Peter, also called the Holy See? How did it present itself to the people in 
the past? What are its intentions? And, what should we expect from it today?  

This first volume of the book “Only for the Clever and Analytical Mind. Who Is Sitting on the Chair of Peter?” 
passes on to you the information contained in the first five radio programs.  

 

Part 1 
 

I n t roduct ion  

This is the first in a series of radio programs from the Original Christians in Universal Life. The Original 
Christians are neither Catholic nor Protestant-Lutheran, the two institutionalized churches in Germany. 
Instead, they are people who base themselves on Christ, who, 2000 years ago as Jesus of Nazareth, brought 
a very practical and ingenious teaching, the application of which leads people into happiness, freedom and 
peace.  

Whether you, dear reader, find something in common between Jesus of Nazareth – the young man who, as a 
spiritual revolutionary, was a man of the people – and the Holy See with all its dusty rites, dogmas, cults and 
pomp, we leave to you.  

  

If it were up to the Holy See, God would have to be silent, because already in the year 2000, Mr. Ratzinger 
stated in the declaration “Dominus Jesus”:1  “… we now await no further new public revelation before the 
glorious manifestation of our Lord Jesus Christ.” And Mr. Ratzinger knew why he was writing this, because 
God, the Eternal, has never let himself be muzzled by some self-appointed representative. At all times, God 
has taken people and made them into His speaking instruments. And so today God speaks to all people again, 
through Gabriele, His prophetess and spiritual ambassador.  

What does God have to say today about the Holy See? The living word of God exposes the Holy See. If you 
would like to, you can receive free information on this by simply writing to:  
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Universal Life, P.O. Box 5643, 97006 Würzburg, Germany.  

  

Our roundtable discussions are broadcast under the title: “For the Analytical Mind – Who Is Sitting on the Chair 
of Peter?” Below, you will find the complete text of the first program.  

  

The world experienced a long drawn-out media spectacle in Rome during the first months of 2005. First with 
the death of the former occupant of the Chair of Peter and then, with the inauguration of his successor. During 
the pompous festivities, the name of “Jesus” or “Christ” was discernible only sporadically. Instead, great 
pageantry, pomp, resplendence and riches were placed on display.  

One result of such a glittering display was that questions were raised which we will try to answer: What is 
actually behind this Chair of Peter, also known as the Holy See, which has let itself be so continuously 
celebrated for so long in Rome? How did this Holy See portray itself in the past? What are its intentions? And: 
What should we still expect from it?  

  

Do the  O ld  and  New Testaments  t each  
" . . . f i rmly ,  f a i th fu l l y  and  w i thout  e r ror . . . "  t he  t ru th?  

In addressing this question, a declaration could help us, which the current occupant of the papal chair, Mr. 
Ratzinger, issued in the year 2000, under the title “Dominus Jesus.” In this document, he wrote the following 
about the Bible:  

Taking up this tradition, the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation of the Second Vatican Council states: 
For Holy Mother Church, relying on the faith of the apostolic age, accepts as sacred and canonical the books 
of the Old and New Testaments, whole and entire, with all their parts, on the grounds that, written under the 
inspiration of the Holy Spirit (cf.Jn.20:31;2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet.1:19-21; 3:15-16), they have God as their author, 
and have been handed on as such to the Church herself. These books firmly, faithfully, and without error, 
teach that truth which God, for the sake of our salvation, wished to see confided to the Sacred Scriptures.2   

So, Mr. Ratzinger bases the authority of the Holy See on the Bible. Now, many people are aware of this, too, 
but how many people actually know what is in the Bible?  

  

A pr i es thood o f  pagan o r ig in .  
P r ies ts  should  pac i f y  the  gods .  
I t  was  a lways  a  ma t ter  o f  ex terna l  ac ts :  r i t ua l i s t i c  cu l t s ,   
magica l  p rac t ices ,  an imal  and  human sacr i f i es  

Many of Jesus’ words have been passed down in the New Testament. In Matthew, for example, we read:   

But you are not to be called rabbi, for you have one teacher, and you are all brothers. And call no man your 
father on earth, for you have one Father, who is in heaven. (Mt.23:8-9)  

From preceding verses we know it was the scribes and Pharisees who had themselves called rabbi. According 
to present-day usage, the scribes are today’s priests, pastors, bishops, cardinals, even the so-called “Holy 
Father,” whom we should not call Father, according to Jesus.  

Why do we say this? To become a priest, a person first has to become a scholar of the scriptures, a scribe, as 
it were. All theologians study the Old and New Testaments and know the Bible quite thoroughly. And so, the 
scribes of today are the theologians, and to become a priest or minister, a person first has to be a theologian.  

According to His words in the New Testament, Jesus, the Christ, was against the scribes. Why is this? Since 
theology is an invention of church institutions, it can be said that as a whole, God has no place in theology; 
instead, it is merely a work of doctrine of the Church.  

  

Jesus himself said that the scribes closed heaven off from the people, because they constantly pointed to the 
work of doctrine available at that time. (Mt. 23:13) And the scribes of today point to a work of doctrine that has 
continued to grow over the centuries, and has become so complicated and contradictory that a person needs 
years just to be able to take it all in and intellectually understand it. The teaching of Jesus, on the other hand, 
was simple. Jesus wanted the people to develop a living relationship with God, with their heavenly Father.  

  

Priests, scribes, and all those against whom Jesus spoke, existed even before Abraham. Since the Stone Age, 
early religions have cultivated ritualistic cults and magical practices. This is also true of the so-called advanced 
civilizations. For example, in ancient Egypt, the people revered a multiplicity of gods; and the priests, who had 
studied the scriptures in the writings that had been passed down at that time, were responsible for carrying out 
sacred acts. These were always religions of an externalized nature, in which the “god” was supposed to be 
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appeased or made lenient through rituals. And so, these religions had nothing in common with an inner 
change in a person; instead they were always based on external actions.  

At Abraham’s time, there were special cults and festivities for the many different deities, who were believed to 
dwell in their temples. These, in turn, were served by human servants. And the rulers of the cities were 
generally acknowledged as the representatives on earth of the gods.  

In Mesopotamia, the interpretation of omens and fortune-telling were important components of religion. Animal 
sacrifices were supposed to appease the gods and there are indications that the Phoenicians – descendants 
of the Canaanites – sacrificed children, often their first-born. All the rulers of the Mesopotamian region 
considered themselves the representatives of the gods; and the majority of their duties consisted of the 
practice of sacramental ceremonies that were supposed to ward off evil and bring the favor of the gods. Today 
we call these practices a form of paganism, of idolatry.  

Usually, the centers of these ritualistic practices were the temples, although religious celebrations also took 
place in holy grottoes or on consecrated hills. The gods were present in these temples as statues and the 
priests were responsible for their care and provision. Many, many functions were carried out by the priests, 
such as administration, invocation, exorcism, interpreting omens, sacrifices, and so on.  

  

The t rue  prophets  o f  God as  we l l  as  Jesus  
warned aga inst  t he  pr i es ts  

Many years after Abraham, the concept of appeasing the gods through animal sacrifices, but also through 
human sacrifices, was still prevalent. This is one of the reasons why the prophets of God repeatedly warned 
the people of Israel about the priests. For instance, in the fifth book of Moses, we read:  

You shall not worship the LORD your God in that way, for every abominable thing that the LORD hates they 
have done for their gods, for they even burn their sons and their daughters in the fire to their gods. (Dt.12:31)  

  

And the prophet Jeremiah said: “The priests did not say, ‘Where is the LORD?’ Those who handle the law did 
not know me ...” (Jer.2:8). Here, we have an indirect answer to the question of why Jesus was generally 
against the scribes: Because the scribes, as theologians, believed in the literal word. And yet, we read: “For 
the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life.” (2 Cor.3:6). In addition, the priests were always the ones responsible for 
sacrifices.  

But if God did say what we just quoted from the prophets, then it is a direct contradiction to what God allegedly 
had said through Moses in terms of priestly robes or burnt offerings and sacrifices or animal slaughter, war 
and killing people. For example, Moses is supposed to have said:  

Now this is what you shall offer on the altar: two lambs a year old, day by day, regularly. One lamb you shall 
offer in the morning, and the other lamb you shall offer at twilight. (Ex.29:38-39)  

  

On the other hand, the prophet Jeremiah passed on the word of God with the following:  

For in the day that I brought them out of the land of Egypt, I did not speak to your fathers or command them 
concerning burnt offerings and sacrifices. (Jer.7:22)  

So at one time God allegedly said through Moses that animals should be sacrificed every day, and another 
time God says through Jeremiah that He never commanded any such thing.  

  

The Old Testament is littered with such contradictions.  

In another example from the Old Testament, it is written that “God” said the following through Moses: “The 
priest shall dip his finger in the blood and sprinkle some of the blood seven times before the Lord in front of the 
curtain of the sanctuary” (Lev.4:6).  

But through Isaiah, He said: “When you stretch out your hands, I will hide my eyes from you; even though you 
make many prayers, I will not listen; your hands are full of blood” (Is.1:15). Or, for example, the following: The 
Lord spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying to them: “Speak to the people of Israel, saying: From among all the 
land animals, these are the creatures that you may eat” (Lev.11:1-2). And then through Isaiah, God said the 
exact opposite: “Whoever slaughters an ox is like one who kills a human being” (Is.66:3).  

Since both statements cannot be true at the same time, which is right?  

  

Jesus  o f  Nazare th  was  for  t he  an imals .   
He  commanded tha t  no  meat  be  ea ten ,  no  an imal  be  k i l l ed  

But what about Jesus? What did Jesus say about killing animals?  
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When Jesus cleared out the temple, He went through the courtyard with a whip and set free the animals that 
the merchants were selling for the sacrifices, according to Old Testament tradition. In Matthew, however, we 
read the words of Jesus: “I desire mercy, and not sacrifice. For I came not to call the righteous, but sinners” 
(Mt.9:13).  

Another incident in the life of Jesus also gives a hint. Many of the disciples of Jesus were fishermen and when 
Jesus called them, He said: “Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of men” (Mt.4:19). Perhaps He was 
implying that in following Him, they would no longer catch fish. Certainly in many of the early Christian 
scriptures that are outside the Bible, countless examples are given, written in many different ways, about how 
Jesus stood in relation to the animals. These give witness and confirm His call to the people to eat no meat, to 
slaughter no animal. That these scripts are not found in the Bible is based on the decisions of the priests 
responsible for putting the Bible together, and not on the truth. And when we recognize that today, the pope 
wears a ring depicting a fisherman drawing fish onto the land, then we certainly know which point of view is 
favored by the Church – that which corresponds to the old conceptions of killing animals.  

  

The cred ib i l i t y  o f  t he  books  o f  Moses  i n  quest ion .   
Texts  f i r s t  wr i t ten  by  p r ies t  dur ing  the  6 th  century  befo re  Chr is t  

But getting back to the contradictions referred to earlier, according to the Bible – which Catholic concept holds 
to be binding and holy – there should be no priests and no father, that is, no “holy father.” But the Catholic 
Church has both priests and a person whom it refers to as “holy father.” Of course, it could be argued that 
since the Old and New Testaments are allegedly holy and imparted by God, priests have existed ever since 
the time of Moses. In the books of Moses it is actually written that God allegedly appointed priests through 
Moses. This was supposed to have happened while Moses was on Mt. Sinai where he received the Ten 
Commandments. But did this really happen? Is this credible?  

  

At the universities they teach theologians, that is, the pastors and priests, that a large part of the books of 
Moses was actually written by priests. The five books of Moses were eventually compiled from several 
different currents of scriptures, one of which is the so-called “P document,” which assumes a priestly author 
because it adds material of major interest to the priesthood and from a priestly perspective. The date of the 
appearance of the “P document” is hotly debated among scholars, but there is general agreement that this 
work appeared somewhere during 770-580 BC. For all intents and purposes, they practically projected their 
cults, their priestly beliefs, back into the time of Moses with these writings.3   

Most likely, influences from ancient Babylon were also contained in it, since polytheism and a caste of priests 
with special robes and sacrifices, prevailed in that culture.  

That the books of Moses cannot have come from Moses can simply be taken from the fact that at the end of 
the five books of Moses we can read, “Moses was one hundred twenty years of age when he died” (Dt.34:7). 
He cannot possibly have written this line himself.  

  

It would be interesting to examine which aspects of all the rigmarole of the priesthood in the Old Testament, 
which God allegedly prescribed, come up again under the Holy See today. We can draw parallels, for 
example, between what was allegedly prescribed and pre-determined in the Old Testament for the 
appointment of priests, for their vestments and for their sacrificial gifts, and how this compares with the way it 
is done in the Catholic Church today. And a sidelong glance at the pagan rituals on which the whole thing is 
based could lend considerable enlightenment to the facts of the matter. 

"Ho ly  ga rmen t s "  f o r  t he  p r i es t s ,   
an  in s t ruc t i on  f r om God  o r  a  demon i c  i n se r t i on  
t o  secu re  t he  p r ies t s '  p r i v i l eges  and  a  spec ia l  pos i t i on  among  t he  peop le?  
S t r i k ing  con t rad ic t ions  t o  t he  s ta t emen t s  o f  Jesus  

What vestments were allegedly necessary for the priests can be read in Exodus:   

And you shall make holy garments for Aaron your brother, for glory and for beauty. You shall speak to all who 
have ability, whom I have endowed with skill, that they make Aaron’s garments to consecrate him for my 
priesthood. (Ex.28:2-3)  

Can a person become holy via his garments? And if there is only one Holy One, and it is God, our Father, who 
is in heaven, then what is the meaning of such things as “holy garments”?  

One explanation could be that under the outer “façade,” under the magnificent robes, the person who wears 
these robes can hide what he truly thinks behind such a mask. The prophets have said many things in relation 
to this, for example, “As robbers lie in wait for someone, so the priests are banded together” (Hos.6:9). From 
this, we can deduce that what often lies behind the pointed display of such festive robes and all the rigmarole 
is simply naked violence.  
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Another aspect could be that such garments underline the special status of the person. He is raised above the 
masses and, with this, visibly makes known that only he can be the intermediary between God and man.  

The scribes have always dressed differently than the people or even the prophets sent by God. Whoever 
becomes aware of what God is supposed to have said through Moses about a priest’s vestments would 
actually have to place Jesus, the Christ, in question – because “God” is saying something quite different than 
Jesus, who rejected the flaunting appearance of the caste of priests. So, is the one who spoke in the books of 
Moses truly God or is this whole thing a demonic treatise on the prerogatives, the privileges, of the caste of 
priests of that time? Or was Jesus, the Christ, a false prophet? For He spoke differently than this so-called 
“god” in the Old Testament.  

  

Why don’t we read about what God allegedly said in terms of how a priest should dress, at the same time 
calling to mind how the priests of today attire themselves. This may make it easier to recognize what is behind 
the Holy See. For example:  

These are the garments that they shall make: a breastpiece, an ephod, a robe, a coat of checker work, a 
turban, and a sash. They shall make holy garments for Aaron your brother and his sons to serve me as 
priests. They shall receive gold, blue and purple and scarlet yarns, and fine twined linen. And they shall make 
the ephod of gold, of blue and purple and scarlet yarns, and of fine twined linen, skillfully worked. It shall have 
two shoulder pieces attached to its two edges, so that it may be joined together. And the skillfully woven band 
on it shall be made like it and be of one piece with it, of gold, blue and purple and scarlet yarns, and fine 
twined linen. (Ex.28:4-8)  

  

This text continues along these lines for several pages. Anyone who is interested can read it in Exodus, the 
second book of the so-called “books of Moses.”  

When we read this, it makes us wonder, if for no other reason than to question why Aaron and the priests 
should be dressed this way, while Moses himself, the great prophet, is dressed like any one of us? In this, we 
can clearly see contradictions between priests and prophets already beginning with the books of Moses! On 
the other hand, when we refer to the New Testament and read what Christ, as Jesus of Nazareth, then said to 
the priests at that time, He used very clear words, for example:  

Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you tithe mint and dill and cumin, and have neglected the 
weightier matters of the law: justice and mercy and faithfulness. These you ought to have done, without 
neglecting the others. You blind guides, straining out a gnat and swallowing a camel! (Mt.23:23-24)  

And a little further on:   

For you are like whitewashed tombs, which outwardly appear beautiful, but within are full of dead people’s 
bones and all uncleanness. So you also outwardly appear righteous to others, but within you are full of 
hypocrisy and lawlessness. (Mt.23:27-28)  

This is how Jesus, the Christ, the Son of God, spoke. And then God, His Father, supposedly said in the books 
of Moses that one should dedicate holy garments for these Pharisees and scribes?  

It continues along the same vein in the Old Testament, in Exodus:  

You shall set in it four rows of stones. A row of sardius, topaz, and carbuncle shall be the first row; and the 
second row an emerald, a sapphire, and a diamond; and the third row a jacinth, an agate, and an amethyst; 
and the fourth row a beryl, an onyx, and a jasper. They shall be set in gold filigree. (Ex.28:17-20)  

  

Who is speaking here? What kind of a “God” is this, who would give such detailed descriptions of how 
ostentatiously garments should be prepared for a person who will appear afterward as a priest? This is not 
only odd; it is downright pagan. And even today, we can still witness this pagan to-do, this pomp of idolatry, 
which has nothing whatsoever to do with the word of God through the prophets of the Old Testament. And it is 
exactly the opposite of the word of God through His prophetess of the present time.  

  

God, our Father, spoke very clear words through Gabriele in April 2005:  

Jesus, who in the flesh was the son of a carpenter, dressed like the people. And the prophets whom I sent to 
the people dressed like the people. No heavenly being that ever became a human being to proclaim My 
message as a human being robed himself in crimson, gold and silk.4   

  

It looks like much was adopted from the Old Testament concerning the priests’ vestments and the whole 
frippery, but is it any different with the consecration of priests? In Exodus, where Aaron was commanded to 
slaughter, we read it described in the following way:  
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Then you shall kill the bull before the LORD at the entrance of the tent of meeting, and shall take part of the 
blood of the bull and put it on the horns of the altar with your finger, and the rest of the blood you shall pour out 
at the base of the altar. (Ex.29:11-23)  

And yet Jesus, the Christ, in a Gospel that exists outside of the Bible said:  

Verily, I say to you, for this end have I come into the world, that I may put away all blood offerings, and the 
eating of the flesh of the beasts and the birds that are slain by men.5   

  

It has already been mentioned that through Isaiah, God said in the Old Testament: “He who slaughters an ox 
is like one who kills a man ...” (Is.66:3). With this, animal and human being are placed on equal footing: To kill 
life is not in the spirit of God.  

And repeating what Jeremiah said in the Old Testament:  

For in the day that I brought them out of the land of Egypt – precisely the time we refer to in reference to 
Moses – I did not speak to your fathers or command them concerning burnt offerings and sacrifices. (Jer.7:22)  

God also announced through Jeremiah: “Your burnt offerings are not acceptable, nor your sacrifices pleasing 
to me” (Jer.6:20). And He speaks similarly through Amos: “Even though you offer me your burnt offerings and 
grain offerings, I will not accept them; and the peace offerings of your fattened animals, I will not look upon 
them” (Am.5:22).  

  

Sacr i f i c i a l  r i tua ls  t oday?  
Insp i red  by  sa tan ic  energ ies ,  pa r t i cu l ar l y  the  great  r e l ig ious  ho l idays  today  a re  
unpara l l e l ed  f eas ts  o f  s l aughter .   
Condoned by  the  Holy  See ,  mi l l i ons  o f  an imals  are  a lso"sacr i f i ced"  in  an imal  
exper iment  

But the question as to whether it is any different today is still open. We have seen parallels in the vestments. Is 
it any different today where animals are concerned? Maybe animals aren’t officially sacrificed anymore in a 
ceremony, but where do those who like to appear on television go afterward, and what do they then eat? Even 
in the Old Testament, they gave God only the “inferior parts,” the entrails. The priests themselves always ate 
the “good pieces.” Has this changed today?  

  

In the Old Testament, for instance, we read:  

And the right thigh you shall give to the priest as a contribution from the sacrifice of your peace offerings. 
Whoever among the sons of Aaron offers the blood of the peace offerings and the fat shall have the right thigh 
for a portion. (Lev.7:32-33)  

It seems one should make an offering of blood and fat and the priest eats the thigh! An analytical mind will 
surely ask how it is today, when a reverend pastor or priest or even a high-ranking church dignitary is invited to 
such feasts.  

At the inauguration of the new pope, a butcher gave every believer present the possibility to bring an “animal 
sacrifice,” namely, a “Ratzinger bratwurst” – 100 grams for 85 cents.6  And that is only the tip of the iceberg, 
for at the same time millions of animals are sacrificed every minute for the lusts of the palate or in 
experimental laboratories, which are also expressly condoned by the Holy See, that is, by today’s caste of 
priests.7  And the big holiday celebrations – Easter and Christmas – are the greatest slaughter feasts of so-
called Christianity. Are not these a kind of sacrificial ritual? To whom are they sacrificed, these innocent 
animals? Who eats them? Clearly it is the priests and all those who copy them.  

It is certainly not God, but rather the god of the underworld who promotes and supports such things. We can 
describe the god of the underworld as satanic energy, or simply as Satan. It is the adversary forces that have 
always tried to destroy the positive that God, the great prophets and Jesus of Nazareth brought into the world, 
striving to transform it into its opposite.  

  

God,  the  t rue  A l l -One ,  i s  a lways  the  same,  mi l l enn ia  ago ,  today ,  tomorrow  
- in  a l l  e t e rn i ty .  The  Church  has  a lways  a l i gned  i t se l f  w i th  t he  pagan re l ig ions  o f  
t he  p r ies ts ,  dec id ing  aga inst  Chr is t  

These statements would surely trigger protests from the churches. The contradictions that we have pointed out 
are apparent. But the churches also teach that earlier, God commanded it a certain way, for example, in 
relation to the priests’ garments or the rules about sacrifices, that it simply was a part of earlier times; this is 
how He made His will known at that time. And then, they would say, the change came with Jesus. Since 
Jesus, these sacrifices are no longer necessary and special garments would also no longer be absolutely 
necessary – although they most probably still like to wear them. For “the Old Testament is fulfilled in the New,” 
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8  so reads church doctrine, and with this, a certain continuity is guaranteed. On the whole, it is simply a 
change that has taken place in the will of God. This is what the churches teach, and what would most probably 
be given as answer.  

Yet something entirely different can be read in a document of the Church. In a book entitled, “The Teaching of 
the Catholic Church as Contained in Her Documents,” we read the following: “For there is only one God, who 
created nature, who is at the helm of history and who is the author of the Sacred Books. And he cannot be in 
contradiction to himself.” 9   

  

Who is now contradicting whom? Is Jesus contradicting the Old Testament, or the Old Testament contradicting 
Jesus, the Christ? Then, either Jesus would be a false prophet, or God would be changeable. And if God is 
changeable, then He’s like most people. People change. They also change their opinion every day, just as the 
Church endorses its own opinions, building a whole work of doctrine upon it.  

But even in the Old Testament of the Bible, we read: “For I, the Lord, do not change ...!” (Mal.3:6).  

Let us realize that if God is absolute, He cannot change. If God were to change Himself, He would be 
imperfect. But He is a perfect God, an absolute God. He has absolute laws. We can see that He is absolute 
when we look into the laws of nature. So, who is the false teacher here – the “god” in the Old Testament, or 
Jesus, the Christ, of our time? Or who?  

  

An analytical mind would reach the logical conclusion that, for the most part, it is those who wrote the Old 
Testament. And that would be the priests, but not God.  

However, in the Catholic Catechism we read something different. There it says under No. 136:  

God is the author of the Sacred Scripture, because he inspired its human authors; he acts in them and by 
means of them. He thus gives assurance that their writings teach without error his saving truth.  

And, as already mentioned, under No. 140 we can read:  

The Old Testament prepares for the New and the New Testament fulfills the Old; the two shed light on each 
other; both are the true Word of God.  

Note well – “both!” We can only conclude that if, according to ecclesiastical opinion, the Old Testament should 
be fulfilled in the New, then this invalidates the teachings of Jesus, the Christ. For Jesus taught something 
entirely different from the Old Testament. Therefore, who is invalidating whom? The caste of priests stands in 
the middle, and takes from each whatever happens to fit its objectives. In this way, mankind, which to a great 
extent believes in the caste of priests, is ultimately seduced and led astray.  

  

The institution of the Holy See has always referred to those passages of the Bible that were written in by the 
caste of priests, and has always been against the statements made by Jesus of Nazareth. We only have to 
think of the core teaching of Jesus of Nazareth, the Sermon on the Mount. The caste of priests claims it is 
utopian and cannot be lived. On the other hand, such things as the robes, the splendor, the pomp, find 
approval at the Holy See. Or think of the many instructions for killing in the Old Testament and the trail of 
blood left by the Vatican Church over the centuries. With such a background, it follows that the Holy See has 
consistently favored the old pagan religions of the priests.  

  

Whoever  cont rad ic ts  the  v i ewpoint  o f  the  Church  or  o f  t he  p r ies ts  "sha l l  d i e . "  
The  murderous  ins t ruct ions  o f  the  O ld  Testament  s t i l l  ho ld  t rue  accord ing  to  
the  Catho l i c  Catech ism and Protes tant  doct r ine  

There is something else analytical minds could think about:  

Even though Moses gave the commandment “You shall not kill,” many instructions to murder in the Old 
Testament have been attributed to Moses as the word of God. For example, in Deuteronomy, God is alleged 
to have said:  

“… you shall put all its males to the sword” (Dt.20:13). Or: “I will make my arrows drunk with blood, and my 
sword shall devour flesh – with the blood of the slain and the captives” (Dt.32:42). Although He gave the 
commandment “You shall not kill,” God is supposed to have given the order: “Now therefore, kill every male 
among the little ones, and kill every woman who has known a man by sleeping with him” (Num.3:17). 
Credibility is impossibly strained! Such instructions may very well have been given by a demon, but never by 
God!  

Or the following statement: “The man who acts presumptuously by not obeying the priest who stands to 
minister there before the LORD your God, or the judge, that man shall die” (Dt.17:12). Need we any other 
indication of authorship?  
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Now, an analytical mind would ask if all this is indeed to be fulfilled in the New Testament, given that the 
Catholic Catechism says this as a binding doctrinal statement.  

The era of the New Testament is also the era of the Crusades, the Inquisition, the burning of witches. In view 
of these acts of violence, we can say that the Old Testament is already being fulfilled in the New Testament. 
They were the “human sacrifices” that were brought before the god of the underworld.  

From this, we can see that the demonic energy has begun to fulfill the Old Testament in the New via the Holy 
See. How will this continue?  

  

Although many may tend to dismiss this as mere words, experience teaches otherwise. Politicians, for 
example, take such words very seriously. In the biography of the former president of Croatia, Franjo 
Tudjmann, who was involved in the war in Yugoslavia, this statesman is quoted as saying: “Genocide is not 
only allowed, but recommended.”  10  And he literally based himself on the almighty Jehovah of the Old 
Testament, although this is about present day events!  

Of course, many may think: “That doesn’t concern me; I am a Protestant.” But Martin Luther also did not say 
that God is found in the inner being of a person as did Jesus. And he also confirmed the absolute authority of 
church teaching. He even went so far as to announce:  

If anyone wishes to preach or teach, let him make known the call or the command which impels him to do so, 
or else let him keep silence. If he will not keep quiet, then let the civil authorities command the scoundrel to his 
rightful master – namely, Master Hans [i.e., the hangman.] 11   

So Luther didn’t bring anything new, but merely emphasized the message that whoever contradicts the Church 
and its teachings should be executed.  

  

And what did Jesus say? “Love your enemies. Do good to those who hate you” (Mt.5:44). This is in direct 
contradiction to what the Catholic and Lutheran churches teach. Isn’t it time Christian folk decide where they 
stand on this?  

  

A pope  under takes  the  const ruct ion  o f  majes t ic  bu i l d ings  to  "s t rengthen  the  
f a i th  o f  the  be l i ev ing  masses  who look  upon the i r  g lo ry .  And what  d id  Jesus  
say?   

But it would be interesting to know what the caste of priests thinks of its faithful. According to Reinhardt Volker 
in his book “Rom, Kunst und Geschichte, 1480-1650,” Pope Nicholas V tried to explain this on his deathbed:   

… particularly because the papal power is the highest, most sublime and supernatural, it requires the 
supporting power of the senses because the supernatural is comprehensible to most people only when their 
senses can grasp it. That is precisely why the papacy needs the might of structures … What the great masses 
can never appreciate through a lack of education or intellectual capability, they have before them in structures 
… buildings which in their sublimity seem as if erected by God, letting the sublimity and eternity of Christian 
teachings shine through eternally, thus producing devotio, piousness and the proper willingness to subject 
oneself to the head of the Church.13   

  

But Jesus said: “Do not lay up for yourselves treasures, where moth and rust consume” (Mt.6:19). He also 
spoke about the fact that a human being is the temple of the Holy Spirit, and that we need no external temples; 
we can find God in ourselves.  

  

Jesus, the Christ, commanded us quite simply: “Follow Me ... Love your neighbor as yourself ... Love God.” 
And He also taught: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you” (Mt.7:12). This is the Golden Rule.  

Jesus was a man of the people, who very simply taught love of neighbor and helped people come to recognize 
themselves. He encouraged them to understand where they were still at fault, and He gave them the glad 
tidings that with God’s help they could get rid of what was not good in themselves. Thus, Jesus was a very 
simple man, who showed people the way to find God in their own inner being and to experience God in 
creation, in their fellowman, in the animals, in plants, in stones. And Jesus said: “But when you pray, go into 
your room and shut the door and pray to your Father who is in secret ” (Mt.6:6). This means, link with God in 
you, for you are the temple of God.  

  

So we can see that Jesus says exactly the opposite of what is taught by the Church and ultimately, by the Old 
Testament, as well. So who is teaching falsely? Jesus, the Christ? Or the Old Testament, that is, the “God” of 
the Old Testament, of which we have seen that, in reality, it is the word of the caste of priests in their writings? 
Again, it is the priests, who, since the times of the Old Testament, have acted against Jesus.  
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To lead the people astray every now and then, the caste of priests takes a few sentences of Jesus, citing from 
them. But only those things are picked out that fit its momentary purpose. And yet, its own teaching, the 
teaching of the Holy See, is supposed to be “infallible.” This was established in 1870 with the dogma of 
infallibility of the Catholic, the papal, office of doctrine. But the statements of Jesus are like a stone quarry for 
the idolaters, who help themselves to them, so that the cloak of “Christian” or of “Jesus” is draped around 
them, thus furthering their deception of the people.  

  

The churchs  invented  dogmas to  in t imidate  the  people  and  to  have  a  pre tex t  f or  
t ak ing  ac t ion  aga inst  t hose  who dev ia t ed  f rom them 

In the New Testament, the words of Jesus, the Christ, say nothing about dogmas. It would be interesting to 
know where dogmas come from.  

The Church started them through its councils, saying: From now on this is valid as a dogma and then later, 
they added another one. And so, one dogma was added to the other. The last one was the physical 
assumption of Mary into heaven, announced in 1950, which we can read in the “Catechism of the Catholic 
Church” in Nos. 966 & 974. Since it is a dogma, a Catholic must believe it. If he does not believe it, then he is 
considered a heretic and eternal hell will be waiting for him. This is also a part of the “religious truths” that are 
binding. The people are intimidated and made fearful. Jesus did not say anything at all about this. He neither 
taught such things nor did He talk about dogmas at all.  

Dogmas emerged over the centuries as the Church saw there were people who still strove for Original 
Christianity. One doctrine or other was then established which, in part, are very difficult to believe because 
they contradict common sense. Despite this, the dogmas were declared as binding doctrines and gave the 
Holy See an excellent opportunity to take action against those people who did not toe the church line of that 
time. Thus, the dogmas gave an excuse to persecute these people, to excommunicate those who deviated 
from the faith because they did not believe in the dogmas. From the very beginning, dogmas were used as a 
weapon against those who wanted to, and did, live something different, a weapon against those who would 
leave the Church.  

This whole rigmarole was slowly put together over the centuries. Most people are not aware of this, continuing 
to think that the doctrine of the Catholic Church comes from early Christianity and was created on its 
foundation. But the facts are not consistent with this assumption, for the whole thing was built like a mosaic, 
piece by piece. Although many dogmas were introduced early on, they became an official part of church 
doctrine much later, eventually finding their way into Neuner-Roos, “The Teaching of the Catholic Church as 
Contained in Her Documents.” (Abbreviated below as N-R.) For example, Emperor Constantine, while a pagan 
sun-worshipper, declared that Sunday was to be a day of rest throughout the Roman Empire in 32114  and the 
Church Council of Laodicea circa 364 endorsed this by ordering that religious observances take place on 
Sunday.15  Pope Gregory I (540-604) referred to purgatory as a purifying fire, but it wasn’t until 1254 that it 
was given a dogmatic definition. (N-R 814, Letter from Innocent IV to Bishop of Tusculum) Mary as the Mother 
of God and immaculate conception was introduced in 649 at the Lateran Council (N-R 325), as was the 
Dogma of Trinity (N-R 267). Auricular confession was introduced by the IV Lateran Council in 1215.16  The 
canonization of the dead was formally incorporated into church law in 1234 by Pope Gregory IX.17  The 
Catholic Church as necessary for salvation (N-R 340-341) and the necessity of submitting to the Roman 
Pontiff (N-R 342) was introduced in 1302 by Pope Boniface VIII. Baptism as necessary for salvation was made 
official in 1547 at the Council of Trent. (N-R 440) The sacrament of penance (N-R 572-586) and canons on 
extreme unction (N-R 617-620) were made in 1551 at the Council of Trent (14th session). In 1563, invocation, 
veneration and relics of saints and sacred images (N-R 400-404) became official at the Council of Trent (25th 
session). Some dogmas were instituted quite late, during the 20th century. For example, the inspiration and 
inerrancy of Holy Scriptures became formal in 1920 in Benedict XV’s encyclical (N-R 121-122) and Mary’s 
assumption into heaven was adopted under Pope Pius XII in 1950. (N-R 334) The list is quite lengthy. Every 
century something was added to make the rigmarole ever bigger and more “beautiful.”  

  

And so, dogmas may be church doctrines, but never the laws of God. They first emerged when early 
Christianity had already turned into its opposite, that is, once the priests took over power.  

What the Church has to say about this today, we can read in the book: “The Christian Faith in the Doctrinal 
Documents of the Catholic Church,” by J. Neuner and J. Dupuis:  

The office of authentically interpreting the word of God, whether written or handed down, has been entrusted 
to the living teaching office of the Church alone, whose authority is exercised in the name of Jesus Christ. (No. 
248) 18   

  

This statement alone reflects the presumptuousness of the Church in its claim to unconditional power.  
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But according to the teaching of Jesus, the Christ, there is no church! For according to Jesus, there is the 
small chamber, into which you should go and become aware that you are the temple of God and that God is in 
you. And the more we fulfill our prayers, by taking the commandments of God in hand as well as the teachings 
of Jesus, the Christ, and acting on them, the more we become a living temple. At this point, why would we 
need the whole hodge-podge of the Old Testament? Why would we need the whole set-up of the caste of 
priests, the idolaters of the present time? Jesus is the life and  the caste of priests is not, whether we’re talking 
about the Old or the New Testament.  

  

The doct r i nes  o f  the  Church  are  there  to  uphold  i t s  power ,  to  impose  the  
d i c ta torsh ip  o f  t he  Church  

The doctrines of the Church can be compared to the laws of a worldly state. These are made to uphold and 
maintain their own power. And so, in the Church’s case, their doctrines are created exclusively to control the 
so-called faithful and to uphold the dictatorship of the Holy See. This can be seen in the fact that those who 
question these doctrines are punished with the highest punishment the Church can mete out. In Neuner-Roos 
we read what it says about doctrines:  

If any one shall assert it to be possible that sometimes, according to the progress of science, a sense is to be 
given to dogmas propounded by the Church different from that which the Church has understood and 
understands – anathema sit. (No. 61)  

We need only think of the scientist, Galileo Galilei, who discovered that the earth revolves around the sun. He 
was subjected to an Inquisition trial because of this and had to retract his statement.19  So if we were to claim 
that what the Church taught back then is false today, we would be excommunicated. Clearly, these doctrines 
of faith have no other purpose than to uphold the power of the Church. But with Jesus, the Christ, there are no 
doctrines. Jesus, the Christ, was concerned with leading the people to God. Doctrines, on the other hand, 
serve merely to impose the dictatorship of the Church.  

Perhaps the dictators of church ignorance do not take people at all seriously. Others apparently think so. 
Perhaps many a reader may remember the Grand Inquisitor by Dostoyevski, who also made clear to the Jesus 
who appeared in this story that the Grand Inquisitor and the Church had taken the teachings of Jesus, the 
Christ, twisted them and led the people astray with them.  

And let us not forget the motive force behind Pope Nicholas V undertaking the construction of majestic 
buildings:  

What the great masses can never appreciate through a lack of education or intellectual capability, they have 
before them in structures … producing devotio, piousness and the proper willingness to subject oneself to the 
head of the Church.20   

And what did we have before our eyes during the first months of 2005: majestic buildings, grand appearances, 
impressive music, luxury, splendor and precious stones.  

  

The way  out  o f  th is  d i l emma:  "Come out  o f  he r ,  my  people . . . "  

Dear reader, can such an attitude toward the people truly be of divine origin? Or is it perhaps, rather, the 
expression of a satanic energy?  

For those among you who are beginning to wonder how you should respond to this information, there is a way 
out. The way out of the dilemma, which perhaps you can discover for yourself, can also be found in the Bible 
where it says: “Come out of her, my people, lest you take part in her sins, lest you share in her plagues” 
(Rev.18:4).  

  

This is only a very small part of the many, many contradictions that can be discovered when a person starts to 
think analytically and to raise questions, not simply accepting without criticism what is put before him.  

At this point, we would also like to expressly make clear that every person has the freedom to believe what he 
wants. And every institution can teach what it wants. However, Original Christians do not remain silent when 
an institution calls itself Christian, the teachings of which not only have nothing to do with the teachings of 
Jesus, the Christ, but even contradict them.  

 

Part 2 
 

I n t roduct ion  

We have now reached the second part of the radio series: “For the Analytical Mind – Who Is Sitting on the 
Chair of Peter?”  
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The media campaign presented worldwide by the Chair of Peter at the beginning of 2005 gave impetus to this 
roundtable discussion of the Original Christians. We want to examine more closely the following questions: 
What is actually behind this Chair of Peter, also known as the Holy See? How did the Holy See portray itself in 
the past? What are its intentions? And, what should we still expect from it?  

  

The roots  o f  the  present -day  caste  o f  pr i es ts  

Following, we will again take a look at the roots of the present-day caste of priests in Rome with its rites and 
ceremonies, with its pomp, its wealth and splendid robes. These roots reach all the way back to Old 
Testament times. We will start with the following question: Was there such a caste of priests already at the 
time of Abraham?  

Abraham came from the city of Ur in Chaldea, the country of present-day Iraq. The people believed in many 
gods, and at that time, many priests and many different kinds of cults flourished there. The family in which 
Abraham grew up was no different and practiced paganism, like all the families of that time. This paganism 
had, of course, its corresponding priests.  

Abraham lived during the time of the Sumerians in Mesopotamia, which was during the first half of the 2nd 
millennia before Christ. And it was in Babylon that the Sumerians developed a whole world of gods. There was 
a sun god; there were various city gods; there was a goddess of love named Ischtar and there was also a 
hierarchical caste of priests who regarded themselves as intermediaries between their particular god and the 
people.  

The rulership of the state was in the hands of the caste of priests. The king was, at the same time, the priest-
king and his task was to appease or pacify the god or gods and establish communication between the people 
and these deities.  

According to the concepts of that time, the “gods” evidently required sacrifices. They required animal sacrifices 
but also human sacrifices. It was not seldom that to satisfy a particular deity of that time, a firstborn child was 
sacrificed to it.  

  

Isaac was Abraham’s firstborn son and Abraham loved him above all things. To have a son whom he 
designated as his heir and placed before all his other children was for Abraham a deep heartfelt feeling. 
According to the Bible, it was to Abraham that God said: “Take your son, your only son Isaac ... and offer him 
there as a burnt offering …” (Gen.22:2). With this, God actually meant that Abraham should sacrifice the 
strong binding he had with his son and not to sacrifice his son, per se.  

Abraham struggled with God’s demand that he sacrifice his firstborn, his favorite son. The word “sacrifice” was 
so deeply rooted in his consciousness that he actually thought God meant a human sacrifice. To Abraham the 
thought of human or animal sacrifices was totally normal, and that he should sacrifice a son to God also fit, 
because from his point of reference, from the polytheism he grew up in, he thought he was relating to a pagan 
god. It was clear to him that he now had to bring God a human sacrifice, his beloved son.  

But this was a misunderstanding on the part of Abraham. What God did not want was that Abraham idolize his 
son, as we would say today, loving his son more than God. Instead, he wanted Abraham to put Him, God, in 
first place. But Abraham thought this “sacrifice” meant to kill his son.  

That the angel intervened and held back Abraham, saying: “Do not lay your hand on the lad or do anything to 
him …” (Gen.22:12) was a symbol. God wanted nothing more than that Abraham take his son by the hand and 
that both go to Him, to the one God of love. He wanted Abraham to put not Isaac in first place, but always 
God. And Abraham, of course, misunderstood this; he wanted to be obedient and would have killed Isaac, 
making such a “sacrifice.” In the end, we know that Abraham sacrificed a ram, instead. However, we know 
through later prophets that God also spoke out against such sacrifices.  

So here, too, the old pagan way of thinking still managed to come through – “if not my son, then at least an 
animal!” We can see that a struggle took place in the human being, in this case, in Abraham. The growing 
awareness of the Spirit of God, the only one God, could only gradually come to prevail against the old caste of 
priests and its precepts. Centuries were needed, during which true prophets appeared again and again and 
struggled with the pagan priest-cults over the true sacrifice, which did not consist of people or animals, but of 
growing into a devotion to God.  

  

In polytheism, fear of the gods was very basic, a fear that the gods would simply attack a person and take 
away his animals and land, kill him, torture him and the like. In the Old Testament, we can read over and over 
again that God had to be appeased. So by sacrificing a ram, Abraham was also trying to appease God, along 
the lines of: “Please don’t be mad at me if I don’t sacrifice my son now. Don’t do anything to me and above all 
don’t do anything to Isaac; this is why I sacrifice this ram to you, to appease you.” Even though Abraham 
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already knew about God, the All-One, he was relating to a cruel god from polytheism, since this thought still 
continued to have influence over him.  

  

Dur ing  capt iv i t y  in  Egypt ,  the  people  o f  I s rae l  adop ted  many  loca l  customs,   
f or  example ,  t he  pompous ga rments  o f  the  pr i es ts  

The pagan concept cultivated by the caste of priests that God is a cruel God can also be found in other books 
of Moses, for example, in the reports given about the time after Moses led the people out of Egypt. Moses, the 
great prophet, received the commandments from God on Mount Sinai. When he descended from Mount Sinai, 
the Israelites had built a calf of gold and were sacrificing to it. Here again, the influence of the pagan 
priesthood was at work, for the Israelites had just come from Egypt, and this pagan priesthood with its 
sacrifices had also existed in Egypt. That is where the Israelites learned about this custom. They took many 
customs, religious and otherwise, from the people of Egypt, which they made their own, for they had not yet 
developed a trust in the merciful and kind God.  

This influence of the pagan religions of the priests on the people of Israel at the time of Moses is quite 
understandable. The Jewish people had been held captive in Egypt over several centuries, and saw how the 
caste of priests was clothed, what they did and what power they held. It is quite evident that much of this was 
adopted by the Israelites, beginning with the pompous clothing. From history, we know about the splendid, 
costly clothing of the Pharaohs and their caste of priests. It is quite natural to think that the Israelites would 
have copied this, as well  

  

The Books  o f  Moses  were  fo r  the  most  par t  wr i t t en  by  pr i es t  a lmost  1000  yea rs  
a f te r  Moses ,  s l i pp ing  them in to  the  O ld  Testament  to  serve  the i r  own in t eres ts  
and  concepts  

In tracing back the authorship of the books of Moses, the most widely accepted theory among non-
traditionalists is the documentary hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, several documents were created 
over the centuries by different “authors,” the predominant opinion being that many of the stories were orally 
passed on over the generations before being written down. One of the most influential of these is called the “P 
document,” which assumes a priestly author because it adds material of major interest to the priesthood and 
from a priestly perspective.21   

As stated earlier, the date of the appearance of the “P document” is hotly debated among scholars, but there is 
general agreement this work appeared somewhere during 770-580 BC. It was most probably refined and 
compiled by the Israeli priests living in exile in Babylon at that time. For all intents and purposes, they 
practically projected their cults, their priestly beliefs, back into the time of Moses with these writings. Most 
likely, influences from ancient Babylon were also contained in it, since polytheism and a caste of priests with 
special robes and sacrifices prevailed in their culture.  

  

Thus, the books of Moses were not written during Moses’ lifetime, but almost a thousand years later. Before 
that, there were individual records, for example, the first records about Moses go back to the time of King 
David and King Solomon. But there was nothing in them about these priest cults. As mentioned above, that 
was added later, most likely during the 6th century before Christ.  

To be precise, the priests used Moses to slip their concepts, their desires, their positions into the so-called 
Pentateuch. In the final analysis, the Old Testament of the Bible is a product of the priests and not of Moses.  

  

The pr i es ts  de l ibera te l y  p l aced  themselves  between God and the  people .  Th i s  
opened the  way  for  t hem to  ru l e  over  t he  people  by  means  o f  t hrea ts  

An analytical mind would try to figure out why the priests should play such an important role. It is certainly 
important to the priests, because through this they can place themselves between God and the people saying: 
“You need priests to attain your salvation. You need priests to pacify God. You need priests to carry out 
everything that is prescribed, so that you are good adherents of the cult.”  

Today, it is very similar; the priests who stand between God and the people are important. But what did Jesus 
say? Jesus never spoke about priests. Instead, He taught: “The kingdom of God is in you” (Lk.17:21). 
According to this teaching, every priest, every caste of priests and every priestly institution is superfluous.  

There are also well-known theologians, for example, Rupert Lay and Herbert Haag, who say that Jesus did not 
appoint any priests.22  He neither founded a church, nor appointed priests. If the prophets did not want 
priests, and Jesus, the Christ, wants them even less, then it must be the people who want priests. But why? 
Can it be that it is much easier to go to a priest and confess, and then have him take away all my sins, than if I 
have to go to someone to clear things up with him, myself? The priest takes away the need for any effort on 
my part, and I get into heaven scot-free, so to speak. This is a superstition still taught by the Church today.  
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Apparently, people need high-ranking personalities. The all-too-human ego wants to have an image before it 
that represents God. But was this idea present from the very beginning, or was it instilled in the people? And 
by whom? Most probably by those who profit from it, namely, the priests.  

If Jesus of Nazareth taught that God is within, in you, this had to have been a message that moved the hearts 
of the people. So how did the people get the idea that they needed confessionals, that they had to buy 
indulgences and make sacrifices? A caste of priestly idolaters would have an easy time teaching these to the 
people by practicing a coercion linked with spiritual threats of punishment such as: “If you do not follow us, 
then you will land in Hell. If you do not do what we have ordered, then you will not go to God.” Here, we find 
repeated what was already a part of the so-called “P document,” referred to earlier, namely, a certain legal 
order that contains very specific regulations about how the people should behave, and makes dire threats to 
those who do not fulfill these rules.  

If the scripture of the priests was written almost a 1000 years after Moses, then we can well imagine, 
particularly considering those who wrote it, that what is in the books of Moses today has little to do with reality. 
Instead, they were cleverly colored, a thousand years later, to fit their wants.  

  

"And God i s  supposed to  have  sa id  tha t  t o  Moses?"   
Descr ip t ions  f rom the  O ld  Testament .   
Whoever  does  not  keep  the  r egu la t ions  "sha l l  D ie"  

These books should be read with the utmost caution, never losing sight of the fact that a caste of priests – the 
enemy of prophets, as depicted in Walter Nigg’s book, “Prophetische Denker. Löschet den Geist nicht aus,” 
23  – is writing about Moses here. If we question whether God really would have said something through 
Moses, we quickly note how improbable it is; for example, that God would have said the following through 
Moses:   

  

Then bring near to you Aaron your brother, and his sons with him, from among the people of Israel, to serve 
me as priests – Aaron and Aaron’s sons, Nadab and Abihu, Eleazar and Ithamar. And you shall make holy 
garments for Aaron your brother, for glory and for beauty. You shall speak to all the skillful, whom I have filled 
with a spirit of skill, that they make Aaron’s garments to consecrate him for my priesthood. These are the 
garments that they shall make: a breastpiece, an ephod, a robe, a coat of checker work, a turban, and a sash. 
They shall make holy garments for Aaron your brother and his sons to serve me as priests ... And they shall 
make the ephod of gold, of blue and purple and scarlet yarns, and of fine twined linen, skillfully worked. It shall 
have two shoulder pieces attached to its two edges, so that it may be joined together. And the skillfully woven 
band on it shall be made like it and be of one piece with it, of gold, blue and purple and scarlet yarns, and fine 
twined linen. You shall take two onyx stones, and engrave on them the names of the sons of Israel, six of their 
names on the one stone, and the names of the remaining six on the other stone, in the order of their birth. As a 
jeweler engraves signets, so shall you engrave the two stones with the names of the sons of Israel. You shall 
enclose them in settings of gold filigree. And you shall set the two stones on the shoulder pieces of the ephod, 
as stones of remembrance for the sons of Israel. And Aaron shall bear their names before the Lord on his two 
shoulders for remembrance. You shall make settings of gold filigree, and two chains of pure gold, twisted like 
cords; and you shall attach the corded chains to the settings. (Ex.28:1-4;6-14)  

  

Continuing several verses later:  

You shall make the robe of the ephod all of blue. It shall have an opening for the head in the middle of it, with a 
woven binding around the opening, like the opening in a garment, so that it may not tear. On its hem you shall 
make pomegranates of blue and purple and scarlet yarns, around its hem, with bells of gold between them, a 
golden bell and a pomegranate, around the hem of the robe. And it shall be on Aaron when he ministers, and 
its sound shall be heard when he goes into the Holy Place before the Lord, and when he comes out, so that he 
does not die. (Ex.28:31-35)  

  

For an analytical mind, strong doubts would come into play, as to whether God really did say this. It is 
impossible to imagine that God would need such pomp, such ostentatious veneration. Above all, it is 
impossible to believe that a person should die merely because he did not keep such regulations.  

And yet, “… so that he does not die” is written here, that is, the high priest shall be killed if he does not wear 
the prescribed garment. And God, the Eternal One, spoke through Moses in the Ten Commandments: “You 
shall not kill.” Such a contradiction is found in many different places of the Old Testament, where God 
allegedly calls again and again for killing those people who do not follow certain regulations. This draws 
through the whole priests’ scriptures, referred to earlier as the “P document,” but such an order certainly could 
not have been given by God.  
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Deta i l ed  ru l es  concern ing  the  pr i es ts '  garments  and the  r i t ua l s  f rom the  O ld  
Testament  as  an  example  fo r  the  Church  today .   
What  d id  Jesus ,  the  Chr i s t ,  say  abou t  the  Phar i sees  and  scr ibes?  

The garments of the caste of priests today are very similar to that of the priests of the Old Testament. This 
would indicate that they also originated in paganism. In Exodus, we read:  

You shall make a plate of pure gold and engrave on it, like the engraving of a signet, ‘Holy to the Lord.’ And 
you shall fasten it on the turban by a cord of blue. It shall be on the front of the turban. It shall be on Aaron’s 
forehead, and Aaron shall bear any guilt from the holy things that the people of Israel consecrate as their holy 
gifts. It shall regularly be on his forehead, that they may be accepted before the Lord. (Ex. 28:36-38)  

What is also quite interesting is the practice of anointing oil, which reminds one of today’s anointing with oil. 
For example, we can read the following: “And he poured some of the anointing oil on Aaron’s head and 
anointed him to consecrate him” (Lev.8:12). Or: “And he sprinkled some of it on the altar seven times, and 
anointed the altar and all its utensils and the basin and its stand, to consecrate them” (Lev.8:11).  

We are immediately reminded of today’s rituals, for example, when a church is consecrated, when a bishop, a 
priest or a deacon is consecrated. Specific instructions are given and basically, it’s just as lavish and 
incomprehensible as what we read above.  

  

But what did Jesus, the Christ, say to all these cults? He essentially said to the people: You are the temple of 
the Holy Spirit. Adorn your soul with the adornment of virtue, with good, God-pleasing thoughts. Live according 
to the Ten Commandments and according to the words of life that I brought to the people, for example, in the 
Sermon on the Mount. He never spoke of rites and rituals, much less of the appointment of priests.  

That something was wrong with the priesthood had already occurred to the prophet Jeremiah, as we can read 
in the Old Testament: “How can you say, ‘We are wise, and the law of the LORD is with us?’ But behold, the 
lying pen of the scribes has made it into a lie” (Jer.8:8). Thus, the great prophet Jeremiah was addressing the 
fact that things had gone wrong; that the scripture, the word, had already been falsified by the priests.  

The clothing regulations could also remind us of what Jesus said about people who were dressed in the same 
way:  

They do all their deeds to be seen by others. For they make their phylacteries broad and their fringes long, and 
they love the place of honor at feasts and the best seats in the synagogues and greetings in the marketplaces 
and being called rabbi by others.  

And then comes the well-known sentence:  

But you are not to be called rabbi, for you have one teacher, and you are all brothers. (Mt.23:5-8)  

  

In its meaning, this refers, of course, to brothers and sisters, for Jesus taught equality and not a hierarchy of 
priests and officials.  

And Jesus also taught His followers with the words: “Follow Me!” (Mt. 4:19). This means to do what He taught 
and ultimately, what is written in the commandments of God as well, for the instructions of Jesus are in 
harmony with the commandments of God.  

  

Animal  sacr i f i ces  in  t he  O ld  Testament  "w i th  a  p l eas ing  odor  to  t he  Lord . "   
Jesus  a lways  s tood up  for  t he  an imals  

What did Jesus actually say about animal sacrifices?  

There is a citation from Jesus that can be found in an apocryphal script (The Gospel of the Ebionites), where 
only a few scraps of paper still exist, but interestingly enough, a piece was preserved and can be read in 
museums, which says: “I came to destroy the sacrifices…”  24 And in the New Testament we can read about 
the time Jesus was in the desert and lived in peace with the so-called wild animals, or how He freed the 
animals in the temple that were meant to be sold by the merchants for sacrifices. There are many examples of 
Jesus supporting the animals. Some are in the Bible, but most of them are in scriptures found outside of the 
Bible.  

  

In comparison, the priest’s scriptures of the Old Testament say in Leviticus, for example, that the Lord called 
Moses and spoke to him from the tent of meeting, saying that burnt offerings are animal sacrifices, where the 
whole animal is burned in front of the altar, as opposed to other offerings where only a part of the animal is 
burned and the other parts are given to the priests or are eaten by the community that made the offering.  

Very detailed instructions are given in Leviticus:  
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If his offering is a burnt offering from the herd, he shall offer a male without blemish. He shall bring it to the 
entrance of the tent of meeting, that he may be accepted before the Lord. He shall lay his hand on the head of 
the burnt offering, and it shall be accepted for him to make atonement for him. Then he shall kill the bull before 
the Lord, and Aaron’s sons the priests shall bring the blood and throw the blood against the sides of the altar 
that is at the entrance of the tent of meeting. Then he shall flay the burnt offering and cut it into pieces, and the 
sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire on the altar and arrange wood on the fire. And Aaron’s sons the priests 
shall arrange the pieces, the head, and the fat, on the wood that is on the fire on the altar; but its entrails and 
its legs he shall wash with water. And the priest shall burn all of it on the altar, as a burnt offering, a food 
offering with a pleasing odor to the Lord. (Lev.1:3-9)  

  

These words, “a pleasing odor to the Lord,” sound just like paganism, a pacifying of the gods by bringing them 
a sacrifice. The book of Leviticus is filled with instructions about sacrifices, that is, about how animals should 
be killed. It is even written that Moses supposedly consecrated the priests in the following way:  

And Moses brought Aaron’s sons and clothed them with coats and tied sashes around their waists and bound 
caps on them, as the LORD commanded Moses. Then he brought the bull of the sin offering, and Aaron and 
his sons laid their hands on the head of the bull of the sin offering. And he killed it, and Moses took the blood, 
and with his finger put it on the horns of the altar around it and purified the altar and poured out the blood at 
the base of the altar and consecrated it to make atonement for it. And he took all the fat that was on the 
entrails and the long lobe of the liver and the two kidneys with their fat, and Moses burned them on the altar. 
But the bull and its skin and its flesh and its dung he burned up with fire outside the camp, as the LORD 
commanded Moses. Then he presented the ram of the burnt offering; ... And Moses killed it, and threw the 
blood upon the altar round about. (Lev. 8:13-19)  

This goes on and on with the most incredibly horrible instructions. And they always end with a sentence like: 
“as a burnt offering ... a pleasing odor ... an offering by fire to the Lord ...” Or also: “as the Lord commanded 
Moses” (Lev. 8:21).  

  

In another passage, it describes how a turtle dove or a pigeon should be sacrificed: “And the priest shall bring 
it to the altar and wring off its head, and burn it on the altar; and its blood shall be drained out on the side of 
the altar” (Lev.1:15).  

These cruel rituals are recorded in the book of Leviticus. It is a part of the so-called books of Moses, which at 
least for the most part, were written by the priests considerably after the fact. It also completely contradicts the 
first book of Moses where God said:  

Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the face of all the earth, and every tree with seed 
in its fruit. You shall have them for food. And to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the heavens and 
to everything that creeps on the earth, everything that has the breath of life, I have given every green plant for 
food. And it was so. And God saw ev- erything that he had made, and behold, it was very good. (Gen.1:29-31)  

The instructions found in Leviticus also contradict many other passages that have been cited previously. They 
certainly contradict the fact that shortly before, Moses had received the Ten Commandments, where God 
expressly commanded: “You shall not kill.”  

To round things off, one last statement about what the priests should do at the altar in honor of God, for 
example, the instructions to the priests on how to sacrifice doves end in the following way:  

He shall remove its crop with its contents and cast it beside the altar on the east side, in the place for ashes. 
He shall tear it open by its wings, but shall not sever it completely. And the priest shall burn it on the altar, on 
the wood that is on the fire. It is a burnt offering, a food offering with a pleasing odor to the Lord. (Lev.1:16-17)  

These descriptions depict a very cruel God: “With a pleasing odor to the Lord.” But Jesus, the Christ, taught us 
the God of love, the God of peace, the God of unity, the God who is with nature, for nature, for the Mother 
Earth.  

  

Only  a  f ew  people  know that  t he  Holy  See  determines  tha t  t he  O ld  and  New 
Testaments  are  "bo th  the  t rue  word  o f  God."   
I t  i s  a  c rue l ,  pagan God who predominates  in  t he  repor ts  o f  the  O ld  Tes tament  

It is quite conceivable to understand now why God, our eternal Father, sent His Son, Jesus, the Christ, to put 
an end to all these cults, to all this paganism. And Jesus, the Christ, did teach what puts an end to it. Then and 
today, He was and is against the caste of priests, which uses God as means to its own ends.  

Many may now say: “But all this is long since past. It has no relevance today.” But the present-day caste of 
priests says, on the other hand that the New Testament fulfills the Old. Doesn’t this mean that at some point in 
time, these horrible scenes from the Old Testament will again flow into New Testament times? In the final 
analysis, this is what the Catholic Church decreed in its Catechism, where we read under No. 140: “The Old 
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Testament prepares for the New and the New Testament fulfills the Old; the two shed light on each other; both 
are the true word of God.”  

  

So according to this, what we read in the books of Moses is supposed to be the true word of God. Such 
statements as, for example, in Leviticus 20 where we read: “For anyone who curses his father or his mother 
shall surely be put to death...” (20:9). Or: “If a man commits adultery with the wife of his neighbor, both the 
adulterer and the adulteress shall surely be put to death” (20:10). Or in a reference to homosexuality: “If a man 
lies with a male as with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination; they shall surely be put to 
death...” (20:13). Or also: “If a man lies with an animal, he shall surely be put to death, and you shall kill the 
animal” (20:15). And at that, even though the animal was forced into it and couldn’t help itself. It then goes on 
to say: “If a woman approaches any animal and has sexual relations with it, you shall kill the woman and the 
animal…” (20:16).  

What is also interesting is a statement in Deuteronomy:  

If a man has a stubborn and rebellious son who will not obey the voice of his father or the voice of his mother, 
and, though they discipline him, will not listen to them, then his father and his mother shall take hold of him 
and bring him out to the elders of his city at the gate of the place where he lives, and they shall say to the 
elders of his city, “This our son is stubborn and rebellious; he will not obey our voice; he is a glutton and a 
drunkard.” Then all the men of the city shall stone him to death with stones; so you shall purge the evil ... 
(Dt.21:18-21)  

  

These are only a few examples from an abundance of terrible regulations that are contained in this book. And 
among such statements, we read that anyone who presumes to disobey the priest shall die. (Dt.17:12)  

We can also read that God allegedly called for the destruction of all enemies and to destroy everything that 
was against their own beliefs.  

  

Many try to play down the bloody passages in these books by saying they are only myths or stories from the 
distant past. However, according to church doctrine, to assume this could be a fundamental error. Even as late 
as 1965, at the very famous Second Vatican Council, where the Church was supposed to have made a turn 
toward modern times, the following was decided:  

Those divinely revealed realities which are contained and presented in Sacred Scripture have been committed 
to writing under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. For holy mother Church, relying on the belief of the Apostles 
(see Jn.20:31; 2 Tim.3:16; 2 Peter 1:19-20, 3:15-16), holds that the books of both the Old and New 
Testaments in their entirety, with all their parts, are sacred and canonical because written under the inspiration 
of the Holy Spirit, they have God as their author and have been handed on as such to the Church herself.25   

It is quite difficult to believe that the Church would teach such a thing, for this doctrine is basically saying that 
every atrocity contained in the Old Testament is a product of the Holy Spirit. – But Jesus called for something 
entirely different.  

  

Church  doct r ine ,  a  c rass  cont rad i c t ion  to  t he  t rue  teach ings  o f  Jesus .   
Should  the  O ld  Tes tament  aga in  make  a  breakthrough by  us ing  the  c loak  o f  
"Jesus"  and  "Chr is t "?  

Why do we still have a caste of priests today that continues to act according to the Old Testament?  

Did God, our eternal Father, send Jesus, His Son, who became our Redeemer, for nothing? Today, much of 
what the caste of priests does is against Jesus, against His teaching, and yet, they speak of “Jesus” and of 
“Christ” just as the priests’ scriptures referred to Moses. They quoted Moses then, and are still quoting him 
today. And yet, it was the priests who invented all this – one could almost call it – nonsense. God wants 
something else. And He announced this via the prophets of the Old Testament and especially via Jesus, His 
Son. Jesus taught something entirely different from what the priests of our time are doing. There is a huge 
difference between the so-called “God” of the Old Testament and the present-day caste of priests, and Jesus, 
who brought a loving Father to the people.  

  

We can read what Jesus taught us in the Sermon on the Mount, in Matthew:  

Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.  

Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted.  

Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.  

Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satisfied.  
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Blessed are the merciful, for they shall receive mercy.  

Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.  

Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God. (Mt.5:3-9)  

And Jesus said about praying:  

And when you pray, you must not be like the hypocrites. For they love to stand and pray in the synagogues 
and at the street corners, that they may be seen by others. Truly, I say to you, they have received their reward. 
But when you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father who is in secret. And your 
Father who sees in secret will reward you. (Mt.6:5-6)  

  

Another passage fits with this: “All who exalt themselves will be humbled, and all who humble themselves will 
be exalted” (Mt.23:12).  

And what did Jesus say about the caste of priests?  

But you are not to be called rabbi, for you have one teacher, and you are all brothers. And call no man your 
father on earth, for you have one Father, who is in heaven. (Mt.23:8-9)  

And then a bit further on:  

Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you travel across sea and land to make a single proselyte, 
and when he becomes a proselyte, you make him twice as much a child of hell as yourselves. Woe to you, 
blind guides... (Mt.23:15-16)  

Or in verse 13, Jesus said:  

But woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you shut the kingdom of heaven in people’s faces. For 
you neither enter yourselves nor allow those who would enter to go in.  

It seems this last expresses the crass difference between what Jesus of Nazareth taught and what is 
contained in the priests’ scriptures of the so-called Old Testament. An analytical mind could draw the 
conclusion that this difference is made worse by the Church because it claims to base itself on Jesus of 
Nazareth and presumes to teach that the Old Testament, with these scriptures from the priests, which Jesus of 
Nazareth expressly turned against, is a revelation of God that is still valid today and is supposed to shed light 
on the New Testament which contains the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth.  

  

Furthermore, the New Testament is supposed to shed light on the Old Testament. But how can you shed light 
on the Old Testament through the New Testament – through the wonderful teachings of love, of peace and of 
unity? Only by identifying yourself as being the “New Testament,” because what we have read from the 
scriptures of the priests has had light shed upon it, that is, it has been fulfilled – through the present-day caste 
of priests, but surely not through the New Testament. So, if we look at this statement more closely, it means 
nothing more than that the Old Testament should make its breakthrough again. And for this purpose, Jesus, 
the Christ, is used – the name “Jesus,” which stands for love, for peace, for unity, for nature, for the Mother 
Earth, for every animal!  

  

So, who actually was Jesus? Where did He come from?  

Jesus was born of Mary and was the son of Mary and Joseph. He grew up under very modest circumstances. 
We know that Jesus came from the tribe of David and belonged to the tribe of Judah. This is actually an 
interesting fact, because from it, we can deduce that Jesus was not a priest and never could have become one 
either, for the priests all came from the tribe of Levi and had to be descended from Aaron, the brother of 
Moses. But neither requirement was true of Jesus, and thus, He never could have been a priest. So, in a very 
real sense, Jesus truly was a man of the people.  

And as a man of the people, He also taught a magnificent and wonderful law of life, which is in God and is 
given to all people who love Jesus, the Christ, by following Him.  

  

As Original Christians, we see it as our task to again give all people an understanding of this, so that the 
wrong impression doesn’t develop that simply because they drape themselves with the cloak called 
“Christian,” the institutions should be considered as representative of His teaching.  

 

Part 3 
 

I n t roduct ion  
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The first programs in our series “For the Analytical Mind – Who Is Sitting on the Chair of Peter?” brought quite 
a lively echo from our listeners. Many letters reached us that raised questions on such issues as the ritualistic 
ceremonies, the dogmas, the crimes committed by the Catholic caste of priests, the assets worth billions, the 
pagan roots and much more.   

We want to answer some of these questions today.  

  

Was Jesus ,  were  the  ear l y  Chr is t i ans ,  vegetar i an?  

A listener from Germany wrote the following.  

Question:  

I am a vegetarian but if I talk about it with my friends, they always argue that there’s nothing in the Bible about 
the fact that Jesus never ate any meat. How come? In your program it was stated that God never wanted the 
animal sacrifices described in the Old Testament, and that Jesus never wanted people to kill animals. Could 
you tell me more about this? Are there any books on this subject?  

Answer: A church father, St. Jerome, compiled the first Bible for the Catholic Church back in 370 AD. It is 
generally assumed that Jerome had access to all the scriptures on the teachings of Jesus that were still 
available at his time. Commissioned directly by Pope Damasus I, whose secretary he was, he compiled the 
Vulgate, the first Latin Bible. Jerome knew very well from all his readings that Jesus did not eat meat and also 
taught that animals are to be loved and not killed. In a treatise on Jovinian, Jerome made a noteworthy 
statement to this topic. He wrote:  

The eating of flesh was unknown until the deluge. But after the deluge, the poison of flesh-meat was offered to 
our teeth ... But once Christ has come in the end of time, and Omega passed into Alpha and turned the end 
into the beginning, we are no longer allowed to eat flesh. (Adversus Jovinianum) 26  

  

This makes it quite clear that Jesus called on the people to eat no meat, which is confirmed in the ancient 
gospels that were not included in the Bible. Despite this, in compiling the Vulgate – today’s Bible – Jerome 
withheld these important aspects of the teaching of Jesus, including instead, documents that had already been 
falsified.  

Every day, millions of animals pay with their lives for this falsification of the teaching of Jesus. Since then, and 
particularly with the onset of industrial farming, countless billions of animals have been subjected to infirmity 
and death in dark barns; it is primarily Christian nations that have mutated into meat-eaters. The 
consequences of this suppression of information have been unimaginable for nature, animals and for people, 
as well.  

  

Many apocryphal scriptures confirm that Jesus and the apostles were vegetarian. For example, there is a 
booklet available entitled: “The Hidden Love of Jesus for the Animals” 27 as well as a booklet entitled, “The 
Bible Was Falsified. Jerome, the Church Falsifier of the Bible.” 28  

  

Why d id  Jerome leave  s ta t ements  i n  t he  b ib l i ca l  t ex ts   
t ha t  expose  the  Cha i r  o f  Peter  as  an t i -Chr is t i an?  

Question:  

During the first programs a passage from the book of Revelations at the end of the Bible was quoted, where 
people apparently are rather encouraged to leave the Church. If this is right, why was this passage left in the 
Bible, when the churches have manipulated so many other things in it?  

And how can a person actually leave the Church? How is this done?  

Answer: The passage being referred to is found in Revelations 18:4, and reads: Come out of her my people, 
lest you take part in her sins and share in her plagues. We could even say it is a call to leave the “whore of 
Babylon.” Over the centuries, the “whore of Babylon” has come to be interpreted as being the Church, which 
replaced earlier Christianity. So the question is quite legitimate: How can it be that such a notable sentence 
was left in the Bible?  

  

We again have to refer back to Jerome. We have just heard that he withheld some things, but on the other 
hand, he also left some things in, which were frowned upon by the Holy See. Jerome was of ambivalent 
character. He received the task from Pope Damasus during the 4th century to compile a unified text from the 
many existing scriptures, and already then he recognized that it would be a difficult task. In a letter to Pope 
Damasus he wrote:  
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Is there a man, learned or unlearned, who will not, when he takes the volume into his hands, and perceives 
that what he reads does not suit his settled tastes, break out immediately into violent language, and call me a 
forger and a profane person for having the audacity to add anything to the ancient books, or to make any 
changes or corrections therein? 29  

It was quite clear to Jerome that he would have to make very individual and, perhaps even unauthorized, 
decisions on his own. It is important to realize that Jerome wanted to make a career for himself in the Church; 
he even wanted to become pope. This is why he accepted this task, even though he must have known in his 
heart that some things simply weren’t right in his compilation of the Bible. During his earlier years, Jerome was 
an adherent of Origen, who wanted to bring Original Christianity back to life, and who had also seen through 
the falsifications of the scriptures that later became the Bible. Origen lived during the 3rd century, that is, 
before Jerome, who lived in the 4th century. As an adherent of Origen, Jerome was quite aware that he ran 
the risk of being labeled a heretic and of becoming an outcast. So he chose to follow the middle road: He left 
some things out, as, for example, what Jesus, the Christ, stated about the animals.  

  

On the other hand, he left other things in that are quite noteworthy and that in later times brought people to 
realize that something wasn’t quite right in the Bible, that the teachings and the life led in the Church did not 
quite agree with what was in the Bible, for example, in fact that priests exist at all. Jesus himself said: “...But 
you are not to be called rabbi ” (Mt.23:8). Or the fact that the Church justifies war, while Jesus said: “… for all 
who take the sword, will perish by the sword” (Mt. 26:52). These passages and the one mentioned from 
Revelations were also left in the Bible.  

A logical question to ask here is:  

So, was Jerome made into a saint by the Church because he falsified the Bible and subjugated himself to the 
Church?  

  

Answer: We can certainly assume this. He fulfilled a very important task for the Church, because during his 
time there were many, many scriptures available. There were the so-called apocryphal scripts where much 
can be found, for example, on Jesus of Nazareth’s love for the animals. During His time, no one was saying: 
“This text is more important than the other.” Anyone could seek out a text that he considered a true one and 
which he could then test with his heart by practicing it. What Jerome did was to severely restrict this possibility, 
creating a canon that was the only valid one as far as the Church was concerned.  

  

Even a  great  s inner  i s  canonized  i f  he  serves  the  in t eres ts  o f  t he  Holy  See  

So anyone who was or is made a saint must be subject to the Catholic Church. Whether sinner or not does not 
really play a role, does it?   

  

Answer: No. Jerome fulfilled the task given to him by the Church, and this eventually led to his canonization.  

This can be said of all those people who were later canonized by the Church. Whether sinner or not, plays no 
role. What is important is that you serve the interests of the Church.  

Even Emperor Constantine is revered as a saint. We will hear more about him at a later point. Constantine 
was a very brutal, violent person who had his own family killed, his wife and his son. He even had his closest 
allies killed in the most cruel way. And yet, the Church reveres him; perhaps because he created the many 
privileges for the Church? There are many saints who would fit in this category.  

  

Leav ing  the  Church  –  How?  

One aspect from our first question was: How can a person actually leave the Church. How is it done?  

  

Answer: This is probably done differently depending on the respective country. But perhaps we could give an 
example on how it is done in Germany: You simply take your ID card to the relevant registry office or district 
court and pay a fee, and then it takes effect immediately. What is notable about this is the fact that you leave 
the Church by applying to the state for this withdrawal, not to the Church. This shows the hand-in-glove 
relationship between church and state in Germany.  

But this small fee is nominal in comparison to what you save by taking this step. Someone once calculated 
that an average church taxpayer pays enough church tax over the course of his lifetime to enable him to easily 
afford a good retirement package, or even a small home, if he were to earn interest on it. This fact is very 
unique to Germany – that a person automatically pays a separate tax to the Church, along with the taxes that 
he pays to the state, both collected by the government. However, this applies only to the Catholic and 
Protestant-Lutheran Churches, which are considered the two mainstream, that is, official, churches in 
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Germany. And regardless of attendance or membership, upon becoming a taxpayer, a person automatically 
pays this church tax. If this is unacceptable to an individual, that person must go to the respective German 
government office and request that this money be applied somewhere else.  

So if someone wants to become free of these organizations, this is the procedure in Germany. In other 
countries, there are other ways. If our readers have any questions on this, we will be happy to answer them 
accordingly and individually.  

  

It is important to realize that if we no longer pay church taxes (in Germany) or church tithes, or if we no longer 
go to church, we are not dissociating ourselves from the teachings of Jesus, the Christ. Instead, we are 
dissociating ourselves from an idolatry, a paganism, that the churches embody, even though they have hung 
the cape “Christ” about their shoulders.  

  

The pr i v i l eges  o f  the  p r ies ts  –  Crue l l y  i ns t i t u ted  by  the  power fu l  

There’s another question that relates to this:  

You mentioned that it is quite possible that elements from the paganism of Babylonia slipped into the Old 
Testament. Are there grounds for this in the Bible, or what do you base this on?  

  

Answer: The Israelites were imprisoned in Babylon over several generations. During this time, Cyrus, the King 
of Persia, conquered Babylon. The history of the return of the Israelites, as allowed by King Cyrus, is found in 
the Bible. We can read in the book of Ezra how this return was allowed to take place:  

In the first year of his reign, King Cyrus issued a decree: Concerning the house of God at Jerusalem, let the 
house be rebuilt, the place where sacrifices are offered and burnt offerings are brought. (Ezra 6:3)  

So their return was linked with the task of rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem. In the same breath, animal 
sacrifices are mentioned, sacrifices that are described in the Old Testament. However, in another part of the 
Old Testament it says that the great prophets of the Old Covenant clearly spoke out against these animal 
sacrifices.  

And how did the Israelites react to this order? We can read this in chapter 3:  

But many of the priests and Levites and heads of families, old people who had seen the first house on its 
foundations, wept with a loud voice when they saw this house, though many shouted aloud for joy. (Ezra 3:12)  

Here, we can see that opposites are being expressed here: the one shouts for joy, the other weeps. Are they 
weeping for joy, or perhaps because they feel that something is being brought in or intensified in the rites of 
the Israelites that have nothing to do with the will of God? And what happened to those who resisted? This 
question is also quite interesting. From the beginning, with the decree of King Cyrus, we read:  

Furthermore I decree that if anyone alters this edict, a beam shall be pulled out of the house of the perpetrator, 
who then shall be impaled on it. The house shall be made a dunghill. (Ezra 6:11)  

And here, quite naturally, a question comes up: If this really were the will of God, that the Israelites go back 
and rebuild the temple as Cyrus instructed, then why would anyone resist it? And why would anyone have to 
be threatened with such a horrible punishment? Could it be that through Cyrus’ order, those who still knew 
what the will of God was – that one should not offer up any animal sacrifices – would be cruelly wiped out 
before their return?  

As we continue to read, we find the following:  

This Ezra went up from Babylonia. He was a scribe skilled in the law of Moses that the Lord the God of Israel 
had given; and the king granted him all that he asked, for the hand of the Lord his God was upon him. (Ezra 
7:6)  

But was this really so? Or did the king grant him everything because Ezra had done what he wanted?  

As we continue reading, there is talk about money that Ezra should collect:  

With this money, then, you shall with all diligence buy bulls, rams and lambs, and their grain offerings and their 
drink offerings, and you shall offer them on the altar of the house of your God in Jerusalem. (Ezra 7:17)  

  

And shortly thereafter we read:  

We also notify you that it shall not be lawful to impose tribute, custom, or toll on any of the priests, the Levites, 
the singers, the doorkeepers, the temple servants, or other servants of this house of God. (Ezra 7:24)  

So here, the priests are being granted exemption from paying taxes. Surely it is easy to imagine that they 
themselves slipped this privilege into the Old Testament.  
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The re formula t ion  o f  t he  5 th  commandment  in to  “You sha l l  not  murder”   
l eaves  room to  jus t i fy  k i l l i ng  

And if all this is supposed to have been commanded by God, then what does it have to do with the Ten 
Commandments, for example, with: You shall not kill ? Apparently, from the Biblical passages above, it would 
seem that King Cyrus, the priest Ezra and God were all in agreement, and yet, in God’s commandments, He 
said: “You shall not kill.” So is God a God who contradicts himself, or is God the Absolute? Either the 
commandments of God are false, or these many instructions in the Bible.  

Historically, the Church has always taken the right to “correctly” interpret the commandments, and in this 
particular case, the church interpretation is: The commandment “you shall not kill” is valid only for private 
persons, but not for the leadership, who may, for example, mete out capital punishment, or give the order to go 
to war. Apparently, the commandments have been interpreted just as it suits the ecclesiastical leadership.  

An attempt to gloss over these contradictions even more is also found in the latest falsification of the Bible 
where this commandment has been changed from “You shall not kill” to “You shall not murder.” When we look 
at this from a legal point of view, it looks like the following: There is no justification for murder because it is a 
particularly reprehensible act of killing. But governmental law has also found a lot of justifications for “killing,” 
among other things, particularly where the leadership is concerned. This is probably why the word “kill” was 
taken out of the commandments of God, so that a justification, when required, could be interpreted into it.  

  

The sacr i f i c ia l  mass  –  a  c rass  and  myst ica l l y  e leva ted  pract i ce  o f  pagan 
thought  in  the  b lood sac r i f i ce  

A question to the pagan insertions in the Bible that were then taken over by Church Christianity:  

In the second program, you explained about paganism’s belief in sacrifices. But isn’t the celebration of mass in 
church also a kind of sacrificial mass built around pagan concepts?  

  

Answer: What is being addressed here is the central and worst falsification of the teachings of Jesus of 
Nazareth. In the so-called “sacrifice of the mass,” the Church sees the symbolic re-enactment of the blood 
sacrifice of Jesus on the cross, but without the blood. At every mass celebrated, the blood sacrifice is again 
portrayed in theme and symbol. The concept of sacrifice is of ancient pagan origin. Originally, these were 
human sacrifices, then they became animal sacrifices, and then it again became a human sacrifice, namely, 
the sacrifice of the Son of God. He is supposed to have come to earth to die as the “sacrificial lamb,” so that 
mankind could be “reconciled with God.” This is how it was announced by Paul and adopted by the Church 
over the centuries. This is why practically every Catholic today believes in this. If someone were to ask, “Why 
did Jesus come to the earth?” the most frequent answer given is: “to die for us, because only through this 
could He redeem us.”  

But Jesus of Nazareth did not come to earth to die; He came to found the Kingdom of Peace, the Kingdom of 
God, on earth. He came to bring people the “Glad Tidings,” the teaching that leads people into a life in the 
Spirit of God, into peace, into the great unity of life; and above all, it is a teaching that leads people to God in 
their inner being. We know this from the divine revelations given through Gabriele for today’s time. But we also 
know this, in part, from some passages of the gospels, in particular, from the apocryphal scripts.  

This blood sacrifice, this “blood mysticism,” so to speak, came into so-called Christianity through Paul. Belief in 
the idea of sacrifice does not represent the teaching of Jesus, or any Christian teaching, but a Pauline 
teaching. And this is, by far, the worst falsification of the teachings of Jesus. Because here, it is done as if 
there were a wrathful God, who is so brutal and cruel, that He requires His own Son as a sacrifice of expiation, 
and for this reason, sent Him to earth. Can it get any worse or more brutal than that?  

  

“Blood sacr i f i ce”  a l so  i n  war?  So ld ie rs  should  sacr i f i ce  themselves  for  the  
“Fathe r land .”   
“The  canons  o f  war”  as   
t he  “speak ing  ins t ruments  o f  the  ca l l ing  g race”  o f  God?  

Apropos the concept of “blood sacrifices,” in the commandments it says: “You shall not kill.” This 
commandment was rather recently changed to: “You shall not murder.” Assuming the Catholic Church and the 
Lutheran Church are for war, even if it is only a defensive war, then couldn’t we look upon the act of shooting 
people, of killing other people with a weapon, as a human sacrifice that is carried out to rescue or free a state? 
This would correspond to the claim that “you can kill, but not murder.” So, isn’t the concept of blood sacrifice 
also a part of war?  

There were certainly many army chaplains who brought this thought to the soldiers in the first and second 
world wars, in the sense that the soldiers should lay down their life, even sacrifice themselves, for their 
fatherland. Cardinal Faulhaber, who later was formalized as an alleged resistance fighter against the Third 
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Reich, said as an army chaplain during the first world war: “The canons of war are the speaking instruments of 
the calling grace of God.” 30 This statement carries the thought that war is a process of purification, whereby 
the moral shortcomings of the people are washed pure in war, and that the soldier should lay down his life and 
sacrifice himself for this higher goal. The macabre in this lies in the fact that such army chaplains stood on 
both sides of the front and said the same thing to all the soldiers who then slaughtered each other.  

So, blood sacrifice as a thought is actually still a current and relevant thought – but this doesn’t make it any 
less pagan. Because, what did Jesus say as Peter took up the sword?: “Put your sword back into its place, for 
all who take the sword will perish by the sword” (Mt.26:52). This was clearly a warning to us human beings that 
when we apply violence, this is not in keeping with the spirit of God, but that we will then have to harvest this 
seed, ourselves.  

  

It is notable that Jesus said this in a so-called defensive situation. Despite the fact that His life was being 
threatened, He told His disciple to put his sword back. The Church would say: “Hit back. Beat ’em up! You may 
defend yourself and you may lead a justified war.” The whole teaching of a “justified war” is actually exposed 
as un-Christian through this verse in the Bible, through these very words of Jesus of Nazareth.  

But the Church is a bit cunning in this. It doesn’t simply say: “We’re all for a defensive war,” instead, it says: 
“As a last resort – only when all else fails.” The only problem with this is that history teaches us that we have 
never really used up all other options first – not by a long shot. Instead, it seems the hypocrisy in the Catholic 
Church simply has no bounds.  

  

The hypocr i sy  o f  the  Catho l i c  Church  t akes  on  ex t reme forms.   
Popes  publ i c ly  p roc la im:  A  pra i se  to  t he  I nqu is i t i on;  genoc ide  i n  the  conquest  
o f  South  Amer ica  i s  “a  happy  gu i l t , ”  e t c .  

From this discussion, we can see that facts are clouded and obscured to such an extent, that the hypocrisy of 
the Church is hardly noticed. But what we are witnessing today can hardly be termed anything but hypocrisy. 
For example, when the current pope says that he is against embryonic research because he wants “to protect 
life,” and yet, this is the same pope who then sees to it that those he protects in this way are killed in a war that 
he sanctions, by soldiers who are blessed by his field chaplains.  

  

This hypocrisy of the Catholic Church is also expressed in the fact that the current pope deliberately wants to 
be connected with Benedict XV, his predecessor by name, who allegedly stood so resolutely for peace in 
Europe. During the First World War, Benedict XV, head of his church at that time, repeatedly and publicly 
mourned the disaster of the war that was destroying Europe. However, what did he personally do about it? He 
saw to it that on both sides – in France and in Germany and in all the states that were engaged in war – the 
presence of military chaplains was particularly strengthened. Why didn’t he simply excommunicate the 
statesmen who participated in the war?  

  

Meanwhile, Pope Benedict XVI has brought hypocrisy and schizophrenia to new heights. It was he who 
recently defended the Inquisition. A few weeks before his election to the papacy, he gave a rather brash 
interview on the ARD German public television program “Contrasts” on March 3, 2005. There he explained: 
“We stand in a line of continuity with the Inquisition.” One can hardly believe that he expressed this sentence 
in as relaxed a manner as he did. But it gets even more incredible, because in the next breath he spoke in the 
following sense: “It cannot be denied that the Inquisition brought a certain step of progress to mankind, namely 
in the sense that those accused were questioned beforehand and given a hearing.”  

Isn’t this cynicism at its purest form, when we consider the fact that the hearings taking place during the 
Inquisition were connected with the worst kind of torture, during which so many “questioned” died?  

It is an affront to the public when a cardinal, who is a follower of the Inquisition – at that time he was still the 
leader of the Congregation for the Roman Doctrine of Faith – would so uninhibitedly and openly praise the 
Inquisition as progress. What kind of reaction would someone get if he were to describe the brutality of a 
dictator in Chile or even of the Nazis in the Third Reich as progress because in the torture chambers of, in this 
case, Pinochet or Hitler, people were given a brief hearing before being shot?  

“Who Is Sitting on the Chair of Peter?” Such statements as these from the pope give a lot of food for thought 
…  

And this cardinal who more or less supports all this is now the pope, the so-called “Holy Father.” This means 
that as far as the Church is concerned, you can be for killing, for slaughtering – just be sure to serve the 
Church, and then you are “holy.”  
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This can be seen in numerous examples, including those of the predecessor of the current pope, John Paul II, 
whom many hope will be canonized. At the time of the 500 year anniversary of the evangelization of South 
America, he said:  

The conquest of Latin America by the Catholic Spanish conquerors may have shown certain violent 
characteristics, and as such, should be condemned. However, because this truly admirable evangelization 
contributed to an expansion in the annals of salvation, in the end, it actually has become a “happy guilt.” 31  

What kind of cynicism lies behind such an insolent statement of “happy guilt” in face of the many cruelties 
carried out during the conquest of South America that cost countless lives?  

  

Outgrowths  o f  ins t i t u t iona l i zed  supers t i t i ons:  
B lack  Madonnas ,  hos t  p ic tures  –  “Means  o f  sa l va t i on  and  hea l i ng”?   
Crawl ing  for  indu lgences  –  Becoming f ree  o f  s in?  

Question:  

In an auction on Internet, a Black Madonna from Altötting and a sheet of “host pictures” were offered. What are 
these?  

  

Answer: Building on this question, we can go right on asking: If a person were to take a small piece of this so-
called “host picture” and eat it – does the person now have the possibility to become holy or saintly? And if a 
person were to buy a so-called “Black Madonna” and gnaw at it daily by shaving off some particles from its 
body and then ingesting them, can the person come into a blessed or holy state?  

But first, what is a Black Madonna? And second, what are these “host pictures” all about?  

The custom of the Black Madonna was still around even into the 20th century. Someone may think this custom 
has to do with the Middle Ages – but no, it apparently is still of interest today, as we can conclude from the 
question.  

  

We looked this up in the Internet and promptly found an answer: On the website of the Catholic Church in 
Einsiedeln, Switzerland, we could read the following: “Small shavings were grated off the Madonna and 
eaten.” Or, more exactingly, from a work of reference compiled for Dr. Edmund Müller’s collection of relics 
called “Mittel zum Heil” (“Means of Salvation and Healing,”) we can read the following:  

A very striking possibility to consume a remedy when in need was to take shavings from the clay figure of a 
“Black Madonna.” Still well known into the 20th century, the Black Madonnas came from Altötting in Bavaria 
and among the folk, were known as “bodily” copies of grace from Einsiedeln in Switzerland. The latter were 
held to be miraculous and healing because the clay supposedly had soil and mortar from the Lady Chapel 
mixed into it as well as relic particles. This held true only for those scraping Black Madonnas that were sold by 
the convent itself, carrying the seal of authenticity on its back.3 2  

One can only hope that with these relic pieces mixed in, no corpses were involved.  

In terms of the so-called “host pictures,” these were pictures of saints that people actually swallowed. They 
looked like a sheet of postage stamps, and were swallowed like a communion host.  

“Host pictures” could earlier be acquired at many different places of pilgrimage. The buyer assumed that these 
sheets had been blessed and sanctified by a cleric and if possible, had also been touched by the revered 
image of grace at the place of purchase.33  

  

Back then, there were relics, but also the “relics by touch.” As an example, in Bamberg, a nail from the cross of 
Christ supposedly had been found, that is, it showed up, and then thousands upon thousands of nails were 
produced which briefly touched that particular nail from the cross. These were then the “relics by touch” and 
they had, of course, double value. Everything doubled in value if it had come into contact with a relic. This is 
why the buyers were keen to acquire such relics, including these “host pictures.”  

In danger or need, the individuals would swallow little pictures the size of postage stamps or give them to their 
sick cattle. The pictures that were used as sacraments were perceived as a kind of medicine, which bore great 
powers through priestly blessing.  

The book goes on to say that “sacraments” are officially described by the Church as:  

… sanctified and blessed objects that promise the believers protection and blessing, keeping them from evil 
and giving them hope for healing. To these objects belong oil, salt, palm fronds, crosses and pilgrimage 
medallions …  

  

And, of course, the so-called host pictures, as well as the Black Madonnas that were scraped.  
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Still in 1903 the Roman Congregation of Rites permitted the application of host pictures … The custom of 
swallowing small pictures has its origin in ancient times.34  

So swallowing holy pictures was also a pagan custom.  

If any other religious community were to do such a thing, their mental state would come under serious 
question. And, if anyone were to recommend and offer a Black Madonna in Internet for the purpose of eating 
particles from it to promote some kind of healing process, surely in any community, the health authorities 
would have to intervene. There is not only a certain madness to this, but it is even a health hazard.  

  

We received yet another question concerning such odd customs:  

Where does the custom of crawling on one’s knees to gain absolution come from – like they do in Altötting or 
on the steps in Rome?  

Answer: This particular custom certainly is related to doing penance. The people seem to believe that by 
imposing certain expiatory measures on themselves, by making a certain external effort, which at the same 
time should cause pain, that somehow, they become free of their sins or of punishment for their sins.  

Such practices also existed in paganism. This was done in connection with the so-called confession, which 
was present in Jainism, in the Cult of Anaetis in the Samothracian Kabira mysteries, or with Isis. We can read 
the following in a book by Karl-Heinz Deschner entitled “Der gefälschte Glaube”:  

... where before the threats of the priests, the repentant sinners threw themselves onto the temple floor, 
rammed the holy portal with their heads, and pleaded to the pure ones with kisses and made pilgrimages …  

(According to Deschner, the practices just described were in advanced religions):  

… while in the primitive religions after an admission of sin, wood splinters and straw were spun in the air and 
everyone rejoiced, for all sins had been scattered with the wind.35  

In some mystery cults, people would admit their guilt before the priest as the representative of divinity, in order 
to become free again of the consequences. “In the Isis religion,” writes Deschner, “where one found remission 
from apostasy” – that is, remission from renouncing one’s faith – “there was a complete practice of 
indulgences, as later developed in Catholicism.”  36   

  

Doct r ina l  s t a tements  o f  the  Holy  See :  Absurd i t i es  and  unbe l i evab le  nonsense .   
Whoever  doesn’ t  be l i eve  i s  “excommunicated ,”  damned and condemned  

We have already addressed the fact that certain things taught by the Catholic Church have to be believed 
according to its regulations. If a person doesn’t believe in these, then he is eternally damned.   

  

According the book by Neuner and Dupuis, in No. 1005, we read:  

The Holy Roman Church firmly believes, professes and preaches that “no one remaining outside the Catholic 
Church, not only pagans” but also Jews, heretics or schismatics, can become partakers of eternal life; but they 
will go to the “eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels,” unless before the end of their life they are 
joined to it ... (No. 1005) 37  

What kind of book is “Neuner-Roos” or Neuner-Dupuis? It would be interesting to read what it says on the 
inside cover of Neuner-Roos:  

This book contains the most important documents about the Catholic belief from the times of the apostolic 
creed until today. But this is not about going through two thousands years of church history and portraying all 
the dogmatic strife and decisions, but to take those church teaching documents that have a particularly special 
meaning for the church design of divine revelation and publish them in a German edition ... Particularly today it 
is the right and duty of the believer to know what the Church has itself said and is saying in the documents of 
the doctrines of faith.38  

  

Dear reader, perhaps you would like to check this out for yourself? The book by Neuner-Roos is available. It is 
entitled “The Teaching of the Catholic Church as Contained in Her Documents.” This book is truly 
extraordinarily informative reading material. You will be astounded, and perhaps, through this, you may even 
be moved to follow the recommendation found in the book of Revelations in the Bible to leave this 
congregation.  

We are not examining these unbelievable oddities and cruelties because there is some kind of institution or 
clan that prescribes such things for their members or adherents. Anyone can believe what he wants and be 
happy with it in our state. The reason why we are taking a closer look at all these oddities, these unbelievable, 
one can say, perversities, is because they have been labeled Christian and are supposed to have something 
to do with Jesus of Nazareth. As Christians we feel called upon to set the record straight. It is enough that 
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Jesus, the Christ, has been slandered, mocked, ridiculed and abused for 2000 years. It is time to bring an end 
to this abuse. As Original Christians, we have decided to do this and we ask you, dear reader, to analyze what 
you read here and ask yourself: Who is actually sitting on the Chair of Peter? Does it really have anything at all 
to do with Jesus, the Christ? Or isn’t the truth rather the opposite of what the one who sits there claims?  

  

Shouldn ’ t  t he  “ representa t i ve  o f  God,”  a t  the  he lm of  t he  g lobe ,  be  ab le  t o  
command the  e lements?  Jesus  o f  Nazare th  cou ld   

We received the following question:   

I read that Australians were being called to set aside July 24 as a national day to pray for rain. Three broad 
Church networks have united to invite Australia’s Christians to engage in 40 days of prayer in the face of a 
severe drought.39 If I ask God for rain, then doesn’t this mean that God is responsible for whether it rains or 
not? So, where does this conviction come from? Isn’t it a pagan belief?  

And a further question:  

Do the Original Christians pray for rain?  

  

Answer: In paganism, in the polytheism of idolatry, it was customary to have several gods responsible for the 
weather, and especially for rain. With the Teutons it was the God Thor; with the Egyptians it was the God Seth 
who later became the God Baal; with the Greeks, Zeus was the god of weather, and with the Mesopotamians 
they were the gods Anu and Enlil, just to name a few.  

Back then, people believed the gods were responsible for the weather and because of this, these gods needed 
to have sacrifices brought to them to positively influence the weather. So if the Catholic Church now calls on 
everyone to pray to God for rain, this is very much in line with pagan tradition.  

In this pagan tradition it was also customary to have certain persons claim to be representatives of the gods. 
We need only think of the pharaohs in Egypt. But this is also the case in Catholicism, where the pope is seen 
as the “representative of Christ.” In Neuner-Roos we can read the following about the pope: “The Roman 
Pontiff has primacy in the whole world” (No. 349) and in the crowning rites of the pope that reached into the 
20th century, as the pope was introduced into his office he was told: “Know that you are the father of all 
princes and kings, at the helm of the globe.” 40  

This statement was last used at the coronation ceremony of Pope Paul IV in 1963. But while the pope was still 
at the helm of the globe, what did he actually direct? When we look around our world today, we could ask if he 
was the one at the helm of epidemics, or of the hardships in our world? Or was he at the helm of the natural 
disasters, the floods that have been experienced? Is he at the helm of all the disasters that befell human 
beings, nature and the animals?  

  

According to such a logical conclusion this would mean that he is at the helm of the disasters that are visited 
upon the people. But still today, whether he claims to be at the helm of the globe or not, he is also revered as 
a “saint.” So then he must be able to control the rain, the flood disasters, the illnesses, the earthquakes – or 
even, for example, the tsunami. He must be able to control the elements; it actually should be rather simple for 
him to do.  

He lets himself be revered and addressed as the “representative of God.” But if the effect of his representation 
should be as just mentioned, there are only two possibilities: Either he only pretends to be the representative 
of God but has no such power – he cannot even heal his own illnesses – or what happens on earth, actually 
happens with his participation. But then, he would not be the representative of the God of love, of the Father of 
all people, and he could only be the representative of the god of the underworld.  

So, who is sitting on the Chair of Peter?  

In the Bible we can read “Subdue the earth” (Gen.1:28). What does this mean? We realize that if the pope is at 
the helm of the globe, then he must be able to control the earth – the floods and so on.  

Jesus commanded the elements. In Matthew there’s the story about how the disciples were sitting in a boat on 
the lake and were afraid of the storm that rose and Jesus called out and “rebuked the winds and the sea; and 
there was a dead calm” (Mt.8:26). So, Jesus could do it, but the “representative of God” cannot.  

Perhaps, he can, but only in one direction. This is what we have been examining from many different angles: 
Destroy everything. We have talked about killing, about abuse, about exploitation, destruction. In face of the 
past and present deeds of the Holy See, to “subdue the earth” must mean, all in all, to destroy the earth. For 
this is how it has always been done by the Catholic Church and the representatives of this mindset.  

  

Another question was included in this letter to us: Do the Original Christians pray for rain?  
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Answer: No, the Original Christians do not pray for rain. We know that God has given us a wonderful planet. 
Our task is to live in harmony with nature and the world of animals. If this sentence “subdue the earth” had 
been understood correctly, it would still be a beautiful planet today, because the people would have lived in 
unity with nature and the animal world. But unfortunately, this is not the case. Our environment is being 
increasingly destroyed and this has led to climatic changes – none of which is God’s fault, but our fault. We 
human beings have caused this destruction, and in part, even willfully.  

  

So when Original Christians pray, then they don’t pray that it rain or snow, or that there be good weather. 
Jesus taught us to pray in such a way that the Will of God can take place, and specifically, this means that we 
pray, for example, for nature that is suffering so much. However, a prayer can become effective only when we 
strive to apply it in the deed, and this means that we ask ourselves in this particular case what we can do to 
help alleviate the suffering of nature, and then do it.  

  

We need ne i the r  a  Catho l i c  nor  a  Pro tes tant  Church .  
We need  Jesus ,  the  Chr is t .  
The  mighty  Sp i r i t  o f  love  dwel ls  i n  every  person  

Jesus, the Christ brought us the lowest common denominator. He taught us, for example: “Do to others as you 
would have them do to you” (Mt.7:12). This sentence is generally known as the “Golden Rule.” Said in a 
different way, this means: What you don’t want others to do to you, don’t do to anyone else, either. If this were 
kept by all people worldwide, we would no longer need a Catholic Church that practices paganism. We 
wouldn’t need the Lutheran Church either, which is really an appendage of the Catholic Church, anyway.   

We need only Jesus, the Christ. And Jesus taught us to go into a quiet room and to talk to God, our Father, 
there.  

Because God is the Spirit of love.  

God is the Spirit of peace.  

God is the Spirit of unity.  

The mighty Spirit of love dwells in every person, for every person is the temple of the eternal Spirit, the spirit of 
our eternal Father. In the quiet chamber, when we become calm and quiet and pray to within and fulfill our 
prayers, then step by step we will also live in the commandments of God and in the teachings of Jesus, the 
Christ. And then we change to the positive, to the good, and the great, mighty spirit of our Father can be active 
through us.  

This is, in general terms, the teaching of the Original Christians.  

From Jesus, the Christ, we have heard: “Do to others as you would have them do to you.” Or, what you don’t 
want others to do to you, don’t do to anyone else either – neither person, nor animal, nor plant.  

Whoever fulfills the teachings of Jesus, the Christ, lets everything on, in, and over the earth live, because the 
life is God. Whoever wantonly destroys and kills is acting against the love of God.  

 

Part 4 
 

I n t roduct ion  

Following is the fourth part of our series “For the Analytical Mind – Who Is Sitting on the Chair of Peter?” 

The ea r ly  Chr i s t i ans  were  fo l l owers  o f  Jesus ,  the  Chr is t .  
They  incorpora ted  His  s imple  teach ing  in to  the i r  way  o f  th ink ing  and  l i v ing  

The first Christian communities were formed from the circle of people that Jesus of Nazareth had gathered 
around Himself. Early communities were formed without priests, without a hierarchy. There was no one among 
them who set the tone, much less a kind of pope who said what was right; instead, what emerged at the 
beginning was a loose affiliation of independent communities. The members of these early communities held 
everything in common. There is even a passage in the New Testament that expresses this. It says:  

Now the company of those who believed were of one heart and soul, and no one said that any of the things 
which he possessed was his own, but they had everything in common. (Acts 4:32)  

Even if it is only one sentence, it does express how the early Christians lived. They were equal before the law; 
they had equal rights – including the women. Everyone lived from the work of his own hands. There were living 
and working communities. In part, there were also housing communities, which produced what they needed to 
live, and which always gave something of what they had to the poor.  
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The important characteristic of the early Christians of that time is the fact that they were followers of Jesus, the 
Christ, because, in their way of thinking and living, they incorporated the teachings of this great Spirit, who is 
our Redeemer.  

They may not have been perfect, but in their daily lives they worked toward putting into practice the spiritual 
principles that Jesus of Nazareth had taught. They did not hold a communion ritual, but rather ate together, 
remembering Jesus of Nazareth, who had brought them this teaching. While partaking of the food, they made 
themselves aware that the Spirit of God is effective in the food; they respected the life that is in all things. They 
did not have a ritual of baptism. They simply accepted people into their circle. Everything was far more simple 
and plain and ingenious than what the churches have made of it.  

So how did the early Christians of that time treat Mother Earth, the plants and animals? There are passages in 
the letters exchanged between the first Christians that substantiate the fact that they ate no meat. It can be 
said with certainty that the members of the early communities for the most part ate no meat.  

  

For example, we can read a text written by Minucius Felix, an early Christian of that time, in a dialog he had 
with Octavius where he said: “... and so much do we shrink from human blood, that we do not use the blood 
even of eatable animals in our food.” 41  

  

We know of James, the brother of Jesus and first leader of the first community in Jerusalem, that it was said of 
him that “He drank no wine nor strong drink, nor did he eat flesh.” 42  And mentioned several times in the 
translations, we read, “he wore no garment made of wool, but one of linen.” This would indicate that he was 
quite deliberate in respecting the life of animals.  

We also find in the apocryphal scriptures – meaning those writings that were not included in the Bible – many 
passages that clearly show that the apostles were vegetarian. In one, it is said of Peter: “…that I use only 
bread and olives, and rarely pot-herbs;” 43 Or of Matthew: “Matthew partook of seeds, and nuts, and 
vegetables, without flesh.” 44  And according to the report by [church father] Epiphanius (Against Heresy 
78:13,4), the apostle John was also a vegetarian.45  

  

But even the church fathers bore witness to the fact that early Christians ate no meat. For example, John 
Chrysostom, born in Antioch circa 347 and generally considered the most prominent Doctor of the Greek 
Church, said:  

No streams of blood are amongst them, nor cutting up of flesh, … neither are there unpleasing smells of meat 
amongst them, … neither runnings and tumults, and disturbances, and wearisome clamors; but bread and 
water, the latter from a pure fountain, the former from honest labor. But if any time they should be minded to 
feast more sumptuously, their sumptuousness consists of fruits, and greater is the pleasure there than at royal 
tables.46  

All the early Christians lived from the work of their hands – just as it says in the early Christian regulations of 
the community:  

But if one cannot, or will not, work with his hands, then according to your insight, consider how you can 
achieve that an inactive Christian does not live in your midst. But if he does not want to do this, then he is one 
who wants to do business with his Christianity. Be aware of such people.47  

From this, it is clear that there were no priests in the first communities.  

It is also fitting that no hunters and no soldiers were allowed to join the first communities. They had to give up 
this occupation before they were accepted into the community. It was clear to the early Christians that killing 
people and animals violates the laws of God, and they kept the law. And so, many occupations do not 
correspond to the early Christian concept, as we can derive from the regulations of the community:  

  

The professions and businesses of those who are to be taken into the community have to be examined. 
Whoever is a sculptor or a painter should be instructed not to paint any pictures of idols; he should stop this or 
be turned away. Whoever is a charioteer or athletic contestant or a circus fighter or the teacher of these, 
whoever is an animal fighter, a hunter or an official assistant in fighting games shall stop this or he shall be 
turned down. If someone is a priest or watchman for idolatry, he should give this up or be rejected. A military 
official serving as policeman is not allowed to kill. If he is ordered to kill in service, he may not do this. If he 
does not want to follow these instructions, then he should be turned out. A governor or mayor who is clothed in 
the dignity of crimson and administers the judicial sword should give this up or he should be rejected.48  

All this shows that the early Christians took the divine commandments very seriously and kept them.  
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Char ismat ic  t asks  o f  t he  ea r ly  Chr i s t i ans  i n  the  communi t i es :  Prophets ,  
t eachers ,  hea lers ;  they  l i ved  what  they  t aught   

Since there were no mediators between the people in the early communities and God – no priests and the like 
– how was the connection between them and the divine world kept up?  

There is a passage in the New Testament, in the second letter of Peter, where this is clearly expressed. There 
it says:  

And we have the prophetic word made more sure. You will do well to pay attention to this as to a lamp shining 
in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts. (2. Pet.1:19)  

  

So the prophetic word was among the first Christians. God spoke to the first Christians through enlightened 
men and women, and to all those who wanted to hear it, just as God spoke to the Israelites through the great 
prophets in the Old Covenant. We can also see this in another passage, in Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians, 
where we read the following:  

And God has appointed in the church first apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then workers of miracles, 
then healers, helpers, administrators, speakers in various kinds of tongues. (1 Cor.12:28)  

  

It is clear that there were certain tasks in the first communities: There were, for one, the healers, who did not 
heal from themselves, but who helped intensify the self-healing forces in a person seeking healing through 
their prayers. It was a healing given through prayer and faith, ultimately, through the power of God. There were 
teachers, who passed on what Jesus of Nazareth had said to the people, and there were prophets.  

These tasks in the community were not carried out in an authoritarian manner. Instead, they were based on 
charisma, that is, on the spiritual radiation of the person. The people who carried out these tasks were 
measured on whether what was taught through them was also expressed in their daily life, in their behavior. 
When this was not the case, it became clear that they were not suited for their task.  

  

The “admin i s t ra tor ”  and  “overseer , ”  who took  care  more  o f  t he  ex terna l  dut ies ,  
t ook  over  power  and  became b ishops  and p r ies ts ,  t hus  j o in ing  the  r anks  o f  
pagan t rad i t ion  

Then there were the administrators who oversaw the community supplies, those who administered the money 
and those who carried out the tasks of caretakers or janitors. These administrators were referred to as the 
“episkopoi,” which is Greek for overseer. It is from this that the word “bishop” emerged, and it was the bishops 
who later took over power. There were also the elders, the “presbyters,” from which the name “priest” was 
derived. Thus, those who had principally external tasks, later called priests and bishops, were the ones who 
took over, and the other three task areas, the prophets, teachers and healers, whose charismatic tasks were 
far more important for the life of the community from a spiritual point of view, were suppressed.  

So how did the so-called elders suddenly work their way into becoming priests? How was this arranged?  

In the year 117 after Christ, a certain Ignatius of Antioch sent letters of instruction to other early Christian 
communities saying: Let the laity be subject to the deacons; the deacons to the presbyters; the presbyters to 
the bishop; the bishop to Christ, even as He is to the Father.  

And then he also writes:  

My son, honour thou God and the king. And say I, Honour thou God indeed, as the Author and Lord of all 
things, but the bishop as the high-priest, who bears the image of God – of God, inasmuch as he is a ruler, and 
of Christ, in his capacity of a priest.49  

  

The word “bishop” was not an invention of the early communities, but was already a term used for the 
functions of priests or overseers in pagan cults that existed in the surrounding areas. In the book by Karlheinz 
Deschner, “Abermals krähte der Hahn,” we can read the following:  

In the writings of Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles and Pindar, the bishops were referred to as the gods, 
regarded as overseers of the people’s good and bad deeds. Plato and Plutarch also used the word for 
educators. Itinerant philosophers from Kynos were also called this. But even in the second century before 
Christ, there were cult officials called bishops. According to the theologian [C.] Schneider, the Christian term 
for bishop differs from pagan analogies only through the dictatorial power associated with it.50   

This means that the bishops who took over in early Christianity practiced an even stronger dictatorial power 
than did the bishops of pagan cults. They made a connection with this pagan root and created such an 
unparalleled ruling power, that one can only rightly speak of a totalitarian cult of idolatry.  
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The ea r ly  Chr i s t i an  communi t i es  l i ved  in  an  env i ronment  o f  ido l a t r y ,  e lements  
o f  which  in f i l t r a ted  ea r ly  Chr i s t i an i ty  more  and  more  

Priests and bishops were also in the pagan cults, even popes. The word “papa,” for example, is a derivative of 
Pater Patrum, the “father of fathers.” He was the highest pope in the Mithras cult, and the whole hierarchy, as 
it is known in the Catholic Church today, stemmed from these cults of idolatry.  

Anyone who reads about early Christian history in the first years after Jesus of Nazareth quickly realizes that 
cults existed in the whole surrounding area, not only the traditional Jewish cult, but also the cult of Mithras, 
whose adherents practiced the cult of the graves. There, all consecrations took place on burial grounds, 
similar to what is done in the Catholic faith today when the follower of Peter allegedly receives his office from 
the grave of Peter. The Mithras cult not only practiced the cult of the dead, but also sacrificed animals.  

All this marked the environment surrounding early Christianity. It would seem that these and other practices 
from this environment were gradually introduced into early Christianity. But none of it came from Jesus.  

  

The s t rongly  de termin ing  in f l uence  o f  Pau l  cont r ibuted  ve ry  dec is ive ly  t o   
t he  a lmost  t o ta l  d issoc ia t i on  o f  ear ly  Chr is t i an i t y  f rom i ts  or i g in ,  f rom the  
t each ings  o f  Jesus  o f  Nazare th   

Paul played an important role in this, for he was markedly influenced by a Roman polytheism that developed 
from paganism, and moreover, had never even lived with Jesus of Nazareth. Paul, who never came to know 
early Christianity firsthand, brought his ideas into early Christianity in a very dominating way. These were, on 
the one hand, an authoritarian way of thinking, and on another, he put women in second place, which was not 
the case at all in early Christianity, where many women were active in the capacity of prophets. And among 
those who followed Jesus of Nazareth, accompanying him on his journeys, there were always many women. 
But it wasn’t only these two aspects – Paul took a great deal away from early Christianity, bringing his pagan 
ideas in its stead.  

Paul probably brought much more of his pagan ideas into the gospels than is generally thought. In his second 
letter to Timothy, we can read, for example:  

Do your best to come to me soon ... Luke alone is with me. Get Mark and bring him with you; for he is very 
useful in serving me ... When you come bring ... the books, and above all the parchments. (2 Tim.4:9-11)    

This means that Paul was in close contact with Mark, to whom is ascribed the writings of the Gospel of Mark, 
and with Luke, who is believed to have written the Gospel of Luke.  

A second source tells us even more. The Muratorian Fragment, an ancient Latin document presently located in 
the Abrosian Library of Milan, Italy, was discovered and first printed by Lodovico Antonio Muratori in the 18th 
century. It is part of a book transcribed 1000 years earlier, and the words from the fragment are generally 
considered to be part of a document from as early as the second century, making it one of the oldest 
documents available. It says there that Paul had with him a legal expert – according to another translation, a 
scholar. He was a physician named Luke. And it reads:  

Luke, the well-known physician, after the ascension of Christ, when Paul had taken with him as one zealous 
for the law, composed it in his own name, according to [the general] belief. Yet he himself had not seen the 
Lord in the flesh.51   

So neither Luke nor Paul ever experienced Jesus during His time on earth, yet they wrote a gospel, and as it 
says here, apparently together. So it is quite possible that Paul exerted a much greater influence on the 
writings of the gospels than is generally assumed.  

So how did Paul come to have such authority in early Christianity?  

The man Paul felt a certain admiration for the early Christianity he had come to know, but he also had many 
authoritarian ideas. And in many respects, Paul did not do things as Jesus had taught, for example, in His 
words: “For whoever wants to be first must be last of all and servant of all” (Mk.9:35). Paul, who did not have 
the living example of Jesus of Nazareth before his eyes, had a certain drive for power. In one of his letters to 
the Galatians, for instance, he wrote: “But even if we, or an angel from heaven, should preach to you a gospel 
contrary to that which we preached to you, let him be accursed” (Gal.1:8). From these words it becomes clear 
that in his world of thoughts some ideas were quite threatening to those of different mind. His body of thought 
was closely linked with the ideas and cults from the pagan surroundings. It was in this way that very gradually 
something emerged that no longer had anything in common with the true early Christianity. Imperiousness and 
a hierarchy of officials joined together, and a church gradually evolved from early Christianity.  

It is said that Paul had a vision and that he received the words of the Lord when Christ appeared to him and 
said: “I Am Jesus, whom you are persecuting” (Acts 9:5). According to the story of Paul that has been passed 
down through the ages, it was at this point that he stopped persecuting this Jesus and joined His ranks.  

But even if Paul stopped persecuting Jesus, this still did not mean that he gave up his claim to office, or that 
he had studied the teachings of Jesus and accepted the teachings of the Lord for himself. Paul went into early 
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Christianity claiming that he had heard the Lord, and this alone gave him the authority to now implement things 
as he conceived them; soon after, he brought in regulations.  

Jesus of Nazareth, for instance, expressly rejected concepts of sacrifice in the sense of having a slaughter 
victim – something which we have already determined. Yet Paul took this concept from paganism and 
introduced it into early Christianity. He is also the author of the concept that Jesus of Nazareth had to be 
sacrificed in so bloody a manner, in order to reconcile God with mankind – a concept that was fully foreign to 
Jesus of Nazareth, but which, however, Paul introduced.  

With this, he basically makes the connection to the blood cults we have already heard about. The well-known 
historian Karlheinz Deschner also writes about this in his book, “Abermals krähte der Hahn”:  

Again and again, Paul preaches about reconciliation and redemption, about the means of atonement “in His 
blood,” of redemption “through His blood” of peacemaking, “through His blood that was shed on the cross.”  
52   

  

But the second and perhaps even worse falsification of the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth took place through 
Paul when he spoke in the following sense: What is decisive is that you believe in God and in Christ, His Son; 
the deeds in the following of the Nazarene are not so decisive. Paul taught: “For we hold that a person is 
justified by faith apart from works prescribed by the law ” (Rom.3:28).  

This is quite in opposition to the many statements about James, who was called “a servant of God and of the 
Lord Jesus Christ,” and who belonged to the core group of the early community in Jerusalem. He said: “What 
good is it, my brothers and sisters, if you say you have faith but do not have works? Can faith save you?” And 
he also said: “So faith by itself, if it has no works, is dead.” Or the following: “Do you want to be shown, you 
senseless person, that faith apart from works is barren?” And lastly: “You see that a person is justified by 
works and not by faith alone.” (Jas.2:14,17,20,24).  

  

And what did Jesus say? The following is quoted from the Bible:  

Everyone then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who built his house on 
the rock. And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat on that house, but it did not fall, 
because it had been founded on the rock. And everyone who hears these words of mine and does not do them 
will be like a foolish man who built his house on the sand. And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds 
blew and beat against that house, and it fell, and great was the fall of it. (Mt.7:24-27)  

  

Paul falsified the teachings of Jesus in still many other points: He totally adapted Christianity to the concepts of 
the Roman Empire, by declaring that a Christian must obey the authority of this world, because it is instituted 
and instructed by God and does not bear the sword in vain; it is the servant of God to execute his wrath on the 
wrongdoer. (Rom.13:1-4) A teaching that, when we look back, had a devastating effect over the subsequent 
2000 years. And yet, Jesus said: “Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and to God the things that 
are God’s” (Mt.22:21). Or in another place even: “We must obey God rather than men” (Acts 5:29).  

Of course, the Church has been glad to seize upon the words of Paul, because they justify the death penalty 
or even war, for which it has often blessed weapons.  

On another issue, which is not insignificant, Paul apparently had a big problem with vegetarianism, because 
the following sentence comes from him: “Eat whatever is sold in the meat market without raising any question 
on the ground of conscience” (1 Cor. 10:25). Of course, this has had devastating consequences right up until 
today. Billions of animals have been slaughtered because of this sentence in the Bible. But we know and have 
already heard that the first Christians lived as vegetarians. This statement from Paul stands in crass opposition 
to what Jesus taught, and also to what the early Christians sincerely endeavored to live.  

  

Ear l y  Chr i s t i an i ty  was  broken apar t  t hrough s l ander  purposefu l l y  spread  by  the  
caste  o f  pr i es ts ,  us ing  i nc i t ement ,  pe rsecut ion ,  tor ture  and  murder  

And so, Paul spoke against Jesus. Jesus’ body of thought was still alive in the early Christians of that time. 
They wanted to honor Jesus by fulfilling His teachings step by step. So how was it that Paul, with his 
superstitions, his polytheism, his authoritarian way of thinking, was able to gain a foothold in the first 
communities?  

On the one hand, Paul founded many new communities, which had little contact with the early Christian 
communities in Jerusalem and in Palestine. For this reason, he was probably able to spread his ideas there 
quite unchallenged. On the other hand, however, there were also many external factors that weakened early 
Christianity. Right from the beginning, defamatory statements were spread against the early Christians. It was 
said that the early Christians killed children or practiced some sort of sexual orgies and the like. Rumors were 
purposefully spread against them and they were often used as scapegoats. In time, the Roman emperors 
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began to act on these rumors and to persecute the Christians. The result was that the best people in the early 
communities were the first to fall victim to these persecutions; they were the most steadfast and clearest 
believers. After such persecutions, people from outside joined the early Christians, bringing their own ideas, 
which they had taken with them from their pagan rituals. With such pressures from without as well as from 
within, early Christianity was quite successfully weakened over the course of time.  

  

But it would be interesting to ask: Who spread such rumors? Who initiated the persecution of the early 
Christians?  

From the New Testament it is clear that Jesus of Nazareth was being slandered and accused by the caste of 
priests of that time. They were saying such things as “that is a son of the devil,” and “he teaches about a false 
God.” They called Him a sectarian, and the people who followed Him were called the “sect of the Nazarenes.” 
We know this term from the Acts of the Apostles (Acts 24:5). Later in the Roman Empire, it was again the 
priests who spread such defamations, hand in hand with governmental authorities. The persecution against 
the first true Christians was carried out by the imperial administration. It was in alliance with the 
gossipmongers and calumniators among the caste of priests, so that even then, state and priesthood worked 
hand in hand against the early Christians.  

From early Christian writings during the years 50 to 130 AD, there is even something passed down about this. 
It comes from St. Justin Martyr, who accused the priests in Jerusalem, writing:  

… you selected and sent out from Jerusalem chosen men through all the land to tell that the godless heresy of 
the Christians had sprung up, and to publish those things which all they who knew us not speak against us.53  

“Who knew us not.” This means that foreigners went into the cities and to the authorities, the Roman ruler, for 
instance, saying: “A sect is in your city; you should watch them.” So priests sent agents out to wherever such 
early communities developed, so that they could slander them, saying: “Watch out, that is a sect.” Roman law, 
written on 12 bronze tablets, stated that no new god could be introduced except one approved by the emperor. 
At that time, the Christian God had not yet been accepted by the emperor, so anyone who stated before the 
court: “I am Christian,” was destined to die. These men, hired calumniators, managed to bring things to such a 
point that, above all, the strong, carrying members of the communities were arrested and then martyred and 
killed.  

When we read the letter from St. Justin Martyr, it sounds quite familiar: Apparently, already then, there were 
agents of character assassination, today we would call them “sect-watch agents.” Such a function has been 
kept up until today, and has thus been around for about 1900 years.  

  

Ear l y  Chr i s t i an i ty  was  turned  in to  i t s  oppos i te  t hrough the  d ic t a to r ia l  and  
to ta l i t a r ian  power -w ie ld ing  pract i ces  o f  the  b i shops  

Early Christianity was broken through gossip, incitement, persecution and certainly through murder and the 
like, as well. So how is it that the bishops were able to push themselves to the forefront? How did it come to 
develop into an institution?  

The bishops held the longest whip in hand. They managed the money of the community, and of course, gave 
money only to those who served them. Through this, they were able to expand their position of power. They 
also strove to take as many new members as possible into the communities. New members meant more 
income, and more income generated more power. But to take in more members, they had to make 
compromises on the teachings over and over again. And so, they complied with the spirit of those times, the 
pagan mystery cults, by seeing to it that the faith being taught in the early communities back then 
accommodated, for the most part, the indolence of the people. A part of this was a God who forgives all sins – 
solely by believing. This concept characterized ancient idolatry. It was taken up by Paul and later we find it 
again in a very pronounced way with Luther.  

  

When the Christians were persecuted, the bishops afterward gave orders to take into the communities as 
quickly as possible all those who had fallen away from early Christianity by bringing sacrifices to the emperor. 
Thus, the bishops watered the whole thing down every which way; their striving in every respect was to see 
that the communities adapted to the authority of the Roman state. One can see this, for instance, by the fact 
that women were forbidden to have leading functions, just as a woman was not allowed to have a leading 
position in the Roman state. In the first communities, however, women had often been at the head of the living 
communities. So in this, too, the bishops turned early Christianity into its opposite.  

The wealthiest early community was in Rome. This is very clearly reflected in the letters from early Christianity. 
When the communities met, their most important function was to help the needy, the poor. It is very moving to 
read about. The early Christians had to know very exactly such things as: Who lives where? Who is poor or 
who is a widow? They really had to know the various parts of the city in order to help those who needed it.  
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The early Christians literally worked to support and carry the poor. The community of Rome alone cared daily 
for 1500 people in need. The early Christians in Rome also cared for the poor communities like Jerusalem or 
those in Asia Minor that weren’t as well off. In this way, Rome gained a certain status, because there were 
more rich citizens in its community. In time, they became arrogant. In the year 190, the Roman bishop – he 
was already calling himself “bishop” then – denounced all the communities that did not want to accept the 
Roman Easter customs. These were pagan customs, and although the early Christians in Asia Minor didn’t 
pay much attention to this, it was clear that the stage was being set for further developments. Rome had 
begun to pull the strings and to make ultimatums, introducing elements that Jesus never spoke about.  

It still took several centuries before Rome really became the ruling power – at least in the western regions of 
the Church. Until today, in the Eastern Orthodox Church, Rome is not the religious capital. But in earliest 
times, Rome’s claim to being “first” had already started.  

At a later date, Bishop Victor I excommunicated all the churches in Asia Minor. This process, whereby pagan 
priests and idolaters gained ground with their ideas and rituals, began already in the second century after 
Christ. Already at that time, they started to introduce sacraments. They had altars; after some time the bishop 
sat on a separate chair, which eventually became a throne.  

During the 3rd century, the priests started wearing their own special garments. This came relatively late in the 
century. They had processions and pilgrimages just like the pagan cults. They began to revere saints. Jesus 
may have expressed the beatitudes, but He never said that a person should be beatified – this is something 
totally different. And saints never had a place in the teachings of Jesus, the Christ. For what reason? Every 
person had – and has! – the possibility to find his own way to God in himself. So why would he need “saints,” 
who are supposed to be the mediators in heaven? Church holidays were introduced that were celebrated on 
the same days as pagan holidays. Until today, many important church holidays are pagan holidays. Christmas, 
for instance, was the celebration of the highest sun god: Sol invictus, the never vanquished sun. Mary’s 
Assumption on the 15th of August was an important celebration of Diana, the great pagan “mother-goddess.”  

So this process, starting very early and then continuing over the course of about 200 years, led to the fact that 
the original teaching of Jesus of Nazareth, that is, the early Christian teaching, actually turned into a pagan 
religion. When Emperor Constantine (285-337) then made his appearance, he “finished it off,” naming early 
Christianity the state religion, once and for all.  

And the Church, which had already become largely pagan, fell for this hook, line and sinker. We can see this 
in its relationship to war and violence. In the book “Abermals krähte der Hahn,” by Karlheinz Deschner, we 
read for instance:  

In the year 313, Constantine guaranteed total freedom of religion to the Christians. In 314 the Synod of 
Adelate concluded that soldiers who had deserted should be excommunicated. Anyone who threw down his 
weapons was excommunicated; before that, those who did not throw down their weapons had been 
excommunicated.54  

  

Emperor  Constant ine  made  what  had  become a  thoroughly  pagan church  in to  a  
s ta t e  church  

During the time of Emperor Constantine, there were two equally strong religions: Christianity and the Mithras 
cult. The latter had 800 churches in Rome. Today, when going through these churches, they all have a central 
aisle, the benches left and right, an altar up front, steps going up, an arch up above and a basin of 
consecrated water at the entrance – they all look just like a simple Catholic Church.  

The roots of Catholicism in the Mithras cult are very clear to see. One could almost say that the Catholic 
Church actually developed less from early Christianity than from pagan cults. At most, it took the name and the 
gospels from Christianity. The Mithras cult also had seven sacraments and even the word “sacrament” was 
used in this cult.  

The Mithras cult was one of many pagan cults practiced at the time of the Roman Empire. And it was most 
probably introduced to Rome by Roman soldiers returning from Babylonia.  

In a book by Johannes Leipoldt, “Umwelt des Urchristentums,” we can read the following:  

Mithras is an ancient Iranian god of heaven and light, who was praised in the Avesta, the sacred text of 
Zoroastrianism, as the guardian of the covenant and the embodiment of those true to the covenant. Since 
about 400 before Christ, he appears on all inscriptions of royal dynasties.55  

It was an ancient teaching of the heavens, a teaching of a god of light, which taught that redemption goes out 
from this god of light. This belief in Mithras started in Babylon and had all sorts of astrological elements and 
influences from other cults as well. Influential magicians were its most zealous missionaries. A closer look at 
these magicians, their robes and how they sit on their throne, shows that it is just like the pope sitting on the 
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throne today, or the bishops and cardinals. They also had various levels of priests, just as we know from 
Catholicism today.  

  

From this same book, “Umwelt des Urchristentums,” we see that there were many scriptures available, but it is 
an indisputable fact that for every rank there was a special costume or symbol, the transfer of which was 
carried out in celebration. Every spiritual office was indelibly connected with insignia, garments and symbols. 
We also know that in the Mithras cult the sacrament of baptism was celebrated, as well as communion, 
confirmation and a sacrament of atonement. This may sound quite familiar, but Jesus never instituted such 
things, nor did He or the early Christians want them. The Mithras cult celebrated a communion as well, not as 
the early Christians, but as a ritual, just like it is celebrated today in the Catholic Church. The priests were also 
active in this ritualistic communion.  

In addition, the priest spoke the so-called words of blessing, and he also said (quoting from the above-
mentioned book): “You have saved the men through the shedding of eternal blood.”  56  The blood of the bull, 
the ritualistic meal, thus promised the initiated a heavenly existence and resurrection. Here, too, we encounter 
the sacrifice of animals in the pagan cult of priests. The blood sacrifice, which the Catholic Church adopted, 
had its origin in the Mithras cult, in which they also believed in the resurrection of the flesh. Jesus never said 
anything about this, but it is taught today in the Catholic Church. The Mithras cult also knew the Day of 
Judgment and a lot of other components of the Catholic Church regulations. When we read about it and look 
at the pictures, what we basically see is pure Catholicism.  

Several authors have written that Constantine wanted to avoid the discord that two parallel religions would 
have brought. For this reason, he decided for Christianity. Many officials and soldiers had imported the pagan 
Mithras cult into Rome and from there carried it into all countries. The soldiers and officials are, of course, the 
basis for an empire. On the other hand, Christianity had spread equally among the rich as well as the poor. 
Both religions were on a par with each other and many researchers say that Constantine simply wanted one 
religion. He wanted peace in his realm, and somehow closed the door on one, thus bringing about a religious 
unity, or, rather, a religious mishmash in one. At the Council of Nicaea in 325, he forbade the practice of the 
Mithras cult. Only one religion was allowed to exist in his empire.  

  

The council of Nicaea in 325 was decisive for the introduction of this unified religion as Emperor Constantine 
intended. At that time, although early Christianity had pretty much changed into its opposite by then, there still 
existed a current that tried to connect back to original Christianity. These were the so-called Arian Christians, 
who based themselves on Origen, a great philosopher and thinker who lived in the 3rd century. During his life 
he fought against the falsification of early Christianity and against the falsification of the Bible. He recognized 
that something had become seriously wrong and that early Christianity was actually quite different from what it 
had become. During the persecution of the Christians by Emperor Decius in the year 250, Origen was badly 
tortured and died of his injuries 4 years later. But his teaching, his body of thought, continued to spread. One 
of his followers was, for instance, Arius of Alexandria in Egypt, who disseminated his teachings. He was a 
contemporary of Constantine, and at the Council of Nicaea in 325, the decision was made by the emperor: Not 
Arius and his teaching were right, but the Church, as he had encountered it in Rome.  

Before going any further into these theological differences, it would be interesting to mention that 
vegetarianism was often a political issue at these councils and synods. For example, we can read from the 
year 314 that a decree was written and concluded at the Church Synod of Ancyra, that all priests or deacons 
who were vegetarians should be excommunicated. Literally, we read:  

It is decreed that among the clergy, presbyters and deacons who abstain from flesh shall taste of it … But if 
they disdain it, and will not even eat herbs served with flesh, but disobey the canon, let them be removed from 
their order.57   

“Disobey the canon” implies that eating meat was a rule for anyone, even an important rule for being 
considered for the priesthood in Catholicism. This is all the more astonishing, considering the fact that all of 
early Christianity had been vegetarian. And to guarantee that all future members of the Catholic Church 
actually eat meat, new members had to speak out a curse, a curse against the Nazarenes. It sounds 
incredible, but this citation is substantiated. New members had to speak the following words: “I curse the 
Nazarenes, the stubborn ones, who deny that the law of sacrifice was given by Moses, and who refrain from 
eating living creatures, never offering sacrifices.” 58   

  

It becomes rather clear that still enormous spiritual battles were taking place in the 4th century, a struggle 
about what the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth really were; and the falsification of these teachings was already 
very, very far advanced. This was demonstrated at this council by the theological matters of dispute that were 
up for debate there.  
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One of these was on the question of whether Jesus of Nazareth is the Son of God or whether he is God 
himself. Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria and Confessor and Doctor of the Church, defended the homoousian 
formula that states that Christ is of the same substance as the Father.59  For a Roman like Constantine this 
was familiar territory because the Romans only knew one principle god – Jupiter – and at most, perhaps an 
incarnation of a god. This is why, in the interest of the unification of his state religion, Constantine decided for 
the belief that Jesus of Nazareth, that is, Christ, is “the true God from true God,” 60 just as it can be read today 
in the Nicene Creed. Arius, on the other hand, represented the view of the early Christians, that Jesus of 
Nazareth is the Son of God, who is filled by God, but not identical with God. This became an important change 
of course introduced by a Roman emperor.  

  

Today’s Original Christians know through the word of God, the prophetic word for our time, that Jesus of 
Nazareth came to this earth as the Son of God in order to bring the Kingdom of Peace, and that He was filled 
by the Spirit of His Father – by God.  

Arian Christianity continued to exist for several centuries. But the faith of the Roman Catholic Church is still 
influenced today by the conclusion of the council decreed by Constantine, where it said, that Christ is “of the 
same substance of the Father, the true God from true God.”  

It may seem like theological sophistry to argue about who Jesus really was. But the real issue here is the fact 
that the Church wanted to make its faith as simple as possible. Seen from the point of view of the spirit of the 
times back then, there was a tendency in the pagan cults to have only one god, a god who absolves all sins if 
a person performs all rituals in the right way. By then, polytheism had lost some ground. So Christianity should 
have only one God. To this end, one God was created who was portrayed in three people: God-Father, God-
Son, and the Holy Ghost. But the belief of the first Christians was different: There is only one God and Christ, 
the Son of God, incarnated in Jesus of Nazareth, who brought the people the divine laws of life, and the 
supporting and guiding spark of Redemption, the Redeemer-power. Because of this, every person has the 
possibility to experience Christ in himself and to find his way to God through these divine laws, and not 
through external rituals. That is quite a difference.  

  

Jesus was filled by God and was not God, Himself. He was the Son of God, whom the Father sent, and who 
was filled by the Spirit of the Father. This vitalized the early Christianity of that time, and vitalizes today’s 
Original Christianity. In all clarity, a mystery cult is a pagan cult. Constantine was shaped by the pagan cults. 
And ultimately, the actions of the caste of priests of today are an inheritance from Constantine’s pagan cult, 
which was added to the belief in the one God.  

  

This is how it all ended up. Whatever did not come from the Mithras cult came from the cults of Athis, of 
Dionysus, Hercules, Osiris or Isis. There were many cults that moved in a similar direction; and Constantine 
himself had lived in this type of cult thinking and therefore supported it. Although he made Christianity the state 
religion in name, he actually brought these pagan cults into it. Constantine himself was pagan; he still 
consulted oracles and still had himself printed on coins as a sun god. It was also the custom of that time for 
the emperor to have himself called a god and people also had to make sacrifices to him as a god. Constantine 
also was not baptized during his lifetime; it was only at his deathbed that he let himself be given the sacrament 
of baptism, not by a Roman Catholic priest, but by an Arian Christian. But none of this is of relevance to the 
Church. Until today, it continues to revere him. Constantine was a cruel person, a person who waged wars, 
who had his captive opponents thrown to the bears and had his own family killed. But none of this matters to 
the Holy See! Instead, it reveres Constantine as if he were a saint, because he made the Church into a state 
religion, and that is what counts for the Church.  

Constantine also gave the Church enormous privileges. He had pagan temples dispossessed and turned over 
to the Church. He freed the clergy of most taxes. He secured the income of the clergy. He gave them huge 
presents. And right up until today in Germany, the Church is extensively supported by the state. The salaries 
of bishops and cardinals are paid by the state, to the tune of 8-10,000 Euros per month! The education of 
theologians, the religion classes in public schools, all this is paid by the state. The churches are also exempted 
from many, many taxes. When we add all this together, we come to the enormous sum of 14 billion Euros 
annually in subsidies to the churches by the German state. And this is what the Church loves.  

  

We st i l l  have  a  s ta te  church  today . . .  

We still have a state church today that is more like a church for government leaders. For who is it that makes 
pilgrimages to the Holy See? It is the government leaders, who may shake the hand of the head of the 
Catholic Church, the hand of the one who represents the Chair of Peter.  
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Over the course of time, the Holy See introduced other laws that are just as terrible as those from the pagan 
cults – laws that are absolutely contrary to the teachings of Jesus, the Christ.  

Perhaps it would be interesting to take a closer look at all the dogmas, rites and cults of today’s state, that is, 
ruling, religion, to find out where the cults came from, where the dogmas and rites came from. In this way 
everyone can recognize whom he is serving: a Constantinian state religion or Jesus, the Christ? 

 

Part 5 
 

I n t roduct ion  

During our last program we showed how early Christianity emerged and changed over the course of centuries 
– from the peaceful teaching of Jesus of Nazareth to an aggressive pagan cult religion called Catholic. It 
became clear how ever more Roman concepts and other pagan ideas were put into practice against the 
Christian teaching – sometimes even violently. Today, we will portray in detail how the Holy See almost 
exclusively bases itself on this pagan foundation. We will shine a light on Catholic tradition, its customs, rites, 
cults, dogmas, insignia, holidays, etc.  

As we go through the details, it will become increasingly difficult to conceive as possible the extent of such a 
conglomeration of pagan cult concepts.  

  

The Catho l ic  cu l t  o f  Mary  as  the  “mother  o f  God”  i s  deep ly  rooted  i n  pre -
Chr i s t i an  paganism 

The teaching and structure of the Catholic Church in almost all aspects is derived directly from pagan idolatry.  

Given this statement, its connection to the cult of Mary becomes clear as an essential component of the 
Catholic faith. It is the cult of the “mother of God” who, according to a dogma proclaimed by Pius XII, 
presumably was taken physically up to heaven. Jesus of Nazareth did not speak of His mother as the “mother 
of God.” She was Mary, a simple, modest and devout woman, a woman of the people. So it would be quite 
interesting to look into how such an odd development took place and above all, what antecedents did this cult 
have? Looking back, we realize that the cult of a mother of God is deeply rooted in pre-Christian paganism.  

For example, it is known that the Egyptian goddess Isis and the Greek goddess Artemis were revered in a 
similar way as Mary is venerated until today in the Catholic Church. In part, they were even referred to using 
the same terms as “Queen of the Heavens” or “Star of the Sea” – perhaps some of us know that song “Star of 
the Sea, I Greet You” that is still sung today in places of pilgrimage honoring Mary. Did Jesus of Nazareth ever 
refer to Mary, His mother, as “Star of the Sea?” This was the title of the great mother-goddesses in Greece 
and Egypt. And what is also significant is that the dogma that claims Mary as the mother of God – that is, not 
only the mother of Jesus, but the mother of God – was decided at the Council of Ephesus in 431, when it 
declared that the second letter of Cyril to Nestorius was in agreement with the Council of Nicaea.61  
Interestingly enough, Ephesus was the center of the Diana cult, that is, a city where the mother-goddess Diana 
was particularly revered. Clearly, this is a pagan thought that found its way into the Church.  

Perhaps it is interesting to note that Diana was the goddess of the hunt, and at the same time, the “mother of 
God.”  

  

And so, the mother of Jesus became a cult object, a pagan cult object. This went so far that in Altötting, for 
instance – a place of pilgrimage in Bavaria – so-called “Black Madonnas” were sold right into the 20th century. 
From a work of reference compiled on Dr. Edmund Müller’s collection of relics called “Mittel zum Heil,” we can 
read the following:  

A very striking possibility to consume a remedy when in need was to take shavings from the clay figure of a 
“Black Madonna.” Still well-known into the 20th century, the Black Madonnas came from Altötting in Bavaria 
and were known among the folk as “bodily” copies of grace from Einsiedlen in Switzerland. The latter were 
held to be miraculous and healing because the clay supposedly had soil and mortar from the Lady Chapel 
mixed into it as well as relic particles. This held true only for those Madonnas that were sold by the convent 
itself …62  

  

So relic particles, perhaps even corpse pieces, were added to these Madonnas. Whoever acquired these 
“religious remedies” scraped some from the clay figure and added it to their food. The monastery itself sold 
these right into the 20th century. This is just one example to show how far a cult, a pagan cult, will go. But 
most Catholics don’t even know this. Surely this doesn’t have the least bit in common with religion, much less 
with a Christian religion or the teachings of the Nazarene.  
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Many a church leader may perhaps excuse this as having to do with folklore, or even superstition, but the fact 
remains that the basic celebrations of this Mary cult are part of church dogma, even to portraying Mary as the 
“mother of God.” She is revered in the Catholic Church as the Madonna with a corona of stars on a crescent 
moon. This portrait is similar to the Egyptian goddess Isis, who was depicted in exactly the same way.  

So Mary was adopted by the Roman Catholic Church, elevated to the mother of God and is portrayed as the 
direct successor of Egyptian goddesses, such as Isis and other figures of pagan mystery cults. She is the 
successor of Diana or Artemis, or even Astarte, who was the Phoenician divinity of fertility. And this dogma of 
enthroning Mary as a mysterious cult goddess developed in Ephesus, a city where the cult of the mother of 
God had been a custom for centuries. What is also significant is the fact that while the council of Ephesus was 
trying to eliminate devotion to Diana, the bishops were besieged by crowds demanding: “Give us our Diana of 
the Ephesians!” 63  

  

From this, we can deduce that Mary, the woman and mother, is above all women and mothers. If we now think 
of the fact that particularly Catholic priests are not allowed to marry, could this have something to do with the 
fact that they might, for instance, marry a simple woman? Instead, they have to “marry,” so to speak, the 
woman of all women and the mother of all mothers.  

In fact, this is an explanation for the deepest psychological root of celibacy in the Church. The “great mother” 
was a figure that prevailed in the subconscious of mankind millennia before the emergence of Christianity. 
Back then, priests of the “great mother” were not allowed to marry; they wore feminine robes and saw 
themselves as the sons of this great mother. In view of this, the priests, who may not marry a woman, are 
basically in service to this “great mother,” an archetypal figure of pagan origin.  

But an important question would be: Why did the Church need to take over this pagan cult of the mother 
goddess? Could it have something to do with the fact that the Church had portrayed God as a cruel, arbitrary, 
punishing God, who allegedly can send His children into eternal damnation? So to balance things out, it took 
the “mother of God,” who is a more comforting figure, so that the people would not be left in fear of a 
“punishing” God.  

  

Mary ,  the  v i rg in  and  undef i l ed  woman who bore  God –  Whoever  doesn’ t  be l i eve  
th is  i s  e te rna l l y  damned.   
Many  who pay  the i r  church  taxes  or  t i thes  are  not  aware  o f  th i s  

Now, some may ask, what about the person who doesn’t believe in this Mary cult or revere the so-called 
“mother of God,” but simply respects and cherishes her as the mother of Jesus, the physical mother of Jesus? 
According to church doctrine is this person eternally damned?  

The answer is, yes. In the book “The Teaching of the Catholic Church as Contained in Her Documents” by 
Neuner-Roos, it says:  

If anyone does not truly and rightly confess with the Fathers that the holy, ever virginal and immaculate Mary is 
Mother of God, since in recent days she really and truly conceived, without seed, by the Holy Ghost, the same 
divine Word who was born before all time and gave birth to him in chastity, her virginity remaining unimpaired 
after the birth – condemnatus sit. (No. 269)  

  

This would mean that all those who call themselves Protestant are eternally damned, or condemned. So, why 
do they curry favor with the Holy See?  

  

This is a question that always comes up when there is talk about ecumenism, or when the Protestants make a 
pilgrimage to the Holy See or gather with it in other ways, and then, as recently happened, a high-ranking 
cardinal like the cardinal of Cologne, Cardinal Meisner, expresses himself with great reticence on the subject. 
In the Protestant Press Service release from June 5, 2005, it is reported:  

  

An ecumenical progress is expected by the archbishop of Cologne only between the Roman-Catholic and 
Orthodox Churches, but not between Catholics and Protestants. With the Reformed Church it is a long and 
laborious way, said Meisner. We should not fool ourselves with things that cannot be kept.  

Sometimes, one could wonder at the spiritual perspicacity of those Protestants who are drawn to the Catholic 
Church.  

  

Whoever  does  not  pay  deep  respect  and  honor  to  t he  r e l i cs  o f  t he  sa in ts  i s  
damned by  the  Catho l ic  Church .  A  cu l t  o f  the  dead:  Be l i e f  and  pract i ce  in  t h is  
church  is  based  on  bones  
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Being eternally damned by the Catholic Church can happen very quickly. As children, many are compelled to 
go to church, and in many churches there is a skeleton dressed in beautiful clothing in a glass casket near the 
altar. What a ghoulish sight for children! And yet, when a Catholic doesn’t believe salvation comes from these 
skeletons, he is damned.  

The Council of Trent decreed the veneration of the corpses of martyrs and damned those who do not believe 
in relics. We read:  

Also, that the holy bodies of holy martyrs … are to be venerated by the faithful; through which (bodies) many 
benefits are bestowed by God on men; so that they who affirm that veneration and honour are not due to the 
relics of saints … are wholly to be condemned as the Church has already long since condemned, and now 
also condemns them.64  

This explanation may not be directly classified as a dogma, but it nevertheless remains an obligation for 
Catholics to believe this, although it really is deepest paganism.  

In ancient Egypt there were many cult sites where the remains of so-called “gods” were venerated, and from 
which a magical effect was said to emanate. When we read about the relics and the “Black Madonnas,” we 
can see the direct path that leads to the “magic” that still prevails today in the Roman Catholic Church and that 
has nothing to do with Christianity.  

 Furthermore, it cannot be excused as mere folklore. This matter of relics was taken in hand by the popes right 
from the very beginning. We read, for example, the following:  

In about 750, long lines of wagons constantly came to Rome bringing immense quantities of skulls and 
skeletons which were sorted, labeled and sold by the popes. Graves were plundered by night and tombs in 
churches were watched by armed men.65  

Gregorovius wrote: “Rome was like a moldering cemetery….” 66 In the church of St. Prassede there is a 
marble tablet still today, on which is written that in the year 817 Pope Pascal had the bodies of 2300 martyrs 
brought from cemeteries into this church. And when Pope Bonifatius VI transformed the Pantheon into a 
Christian church in the year 609, “twenty-eight cartloads of sacred bones were said to have been removed 
from the catacombs and placed in a porphyry basin beneath the high altar.”  67 The foundation of this church 
consists of hundreds upon hundreds of skeletons, and the high altar was built upon this.  

  

It could be said that the beliefs and practices of the Catholic Church are really founded on bones, that it is a 
cult of the dead. This statement is justified by the fact that this veneration of relics is an intensification of a 
pagan cult. Generally we can conclude that much found in the Catholic Churches, almost all their customs, 
stems from paganism. We not only find its roots in paganism, but beyond this, the Catholic Church greatly 
increased the use of paganism. These relic customs were not known to such extent in paganism.  

  

Perhaps we should question of whether any such customs and rites or cults come up in the teachings of Jesus 
of Nazareth at all. We would not find a single point in common! And a repeated comparison would be 
worthwhile: What did Jesus, the Christ, teach, and what does the Catholic Church teach?  

  

Jesus said: “Let the dead bury their dead. But you, follow Me” (Mt.8:22).  

And there is also a passage that reads:  

And one of them, a lawyer, asked him a question to test him. Teacher, which is the great commandment in the 
law? And he said to him, You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all 
your mind. This is the great and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love your neighbor as 
yourself. On these two commandments depend all the law and the prophets. (Mt.22:35-40)  

  

So, where did all the rest come from and what should it serve?  

Some things are already known about this. Even the prophets of the Old Covenant, for instance, Jeremiah, 
knew that all this comes from paganism. For example, he said:  

For the customs of the peoples are vanity. A tree from the forest is cut down and worked with an axe by the 
hands of a craftsman. They decorate it with silver and gold; they fasten it with hammer and nails so that it 
cannot move. Their idols are like scarecrows in a cucumber field, and they cannot speak; they have to be 
carried, for they cannot walk. Do not be afraid of them, for they cannot do evil, neither is it in them to do good. 
(Jer.10:3-5)  

So, even the prophets said that such customs were all hullabaloo, and that the people of God should not 
surround themselves with such statues or put together such objects made of wood, silver and gold for their 
belief, because all that is done by the pagans. Clearly, the Catholic Church closed rank with pagan cults, and 
not with the true prophets of God.  
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Dark  supers t i t i on  –  s t i l l  today:  A  re l i c  i n  the  pectora l  c ross  o f  b i shops ,  a  re l i c  
in  every  a l t a r…  
Dogma:  “Anyone  who does  not  accept  a l l  t he  whole  o f  church  t r ad i t i on…” –  i s  
f or  a l l  p rac t ica l  purposes ,  i n  he l l  

Many a guileless person would like to say that these relics of dark superstition belong to a distant past. But it is 
particularly shocking to see that actually, it is all much closer to us than we would like to think. Recently a visit 
was made to the museum holding the cathedral treasures of Würzburg, Germany. There, the insignia of the 
current bishops, in use right up until today, was on display.   

  

For example, the “pectoral cross.” Since the 12th century, every bishop has to wear a certain pectoral cross. 
Already in the 4th century, it was an amulet, a vessel that held a relic. And to this day, it is stipulated that a 
relic must be contained in this pectoral cross. In this and similar ways, these rituals and insignia are carried 
into the present and passed on.  

A relic is also worked into every altar. A Catholic altar is fully consecrated only when it contains a relic. What 
would a Catholic believer say, who did not know that such bones or other sacrosanct corpse pieces continue 
to rot away in the altar of the church which he may be visiting Sunday after Sunday?  

Here, a thoughtful contemporary would ask: Do the people really have to believe in this cult of relics? And if it 
is not accepted by the so-called faithful, that is, if the people do not believe in it, what then?  

We have already referred to the fact that it was particularly the power of relics that had to be believed. There is 
a dogma that all-embracingly declares the following: “Any one does not accept the whole of the Church’s 
tradition, both written and unwritten – anathema sit.” (Neuner-Roos, No. 78) So this means that the person 
who doesn’t even know about this tradition, or who doesn’t accept even a single component of this tradition, 
not believing it to be true, is already damned, without even knowing it. According to the Catholic Church, he 
already has one foot in hell, even without being aware of it.  

But doesn’t this concern almost all Catholics? It is hard to believe that every Catholic even knows all the 
dogmas and traditions of their church. Consequently, they are supporting a church that has long since damned 
them.  

Perhaps we should clarify what it actually means to be eternally damned. Mostly we simply repeat the words, 
and are rather scandalized. But we become aware of the extent of it only when we realize what it really means: 
To eternally, forever more, suffer in the fire of unspeakable torment, and never be released from it. The 
Church teaches that there is no end to this torment, simply because one doesn’t believe the one or other 
dogma. Recently, by the way, this is also the consequence when a couple lives together without a marriage 
certificate. Just a while ago, Benedict XVI proclaimed that marriage without a certificate is not compatible with 
the teachings of this Church, that is, it is a grave sin. And according to the dogma of eternal damnation, the 
one who dies in this condition of sin falls victim to the eternal fires of hell.  

However, let it also be said that the Church is not shy to industriously collect money from the many who don’t 
believe in all their dogmas, even though it explains to them that they are damned forever, because they do not 
believe everything that it proclaims.  

  

Who is  s i t t ing  on  the  Cha i r  o f  Peter?   
To ls toy  knew very  we l l  who had  founded the  Church . . .  

This is what the Church proclaims. Who believes that God commanded them to do this? Who would believe 
such a thing? No normal person would believe that Jesus, the Christ, or God, our Father, would have 
conveyed such a thought, such a mandate, to the Church. If God is the love, then He is love. Love forgives, 
love pardons, love carries, but the Church damns! Who is sitting on the Chair of Peter here?  

Leo Tolstoy, a great Russian author, said it very clearly in his story: “The Resurrection of Hell.” This story was 
first published by his son after his death. It tells that after the event on Calvary, when Jesus died on the cross, 
the devil was banned into the deepest depths of hell. Thus, he was fettered, because after this time people 
strove to put the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth into practice. There was less fighting; the people reconciled 
with each other, and the devil had nothing more to do. Hell was empty. And then, after a long time, there was 
suddenly a lot of noise in hell and several devils came in joyfully with torches and Beelzebub demanded, 
pointing upward: “What’s going on there?” 68 And they replied: “Just what was and now always will be.” They 
had put hell back into business again. When the devil asked how they did this, the second highest devil said 
“… I invented ‘The Church.’”  

Leo Tolstoy then described how this happened, that by inventing the Church, fighting started again among the 
people, that an elite class had been formed again that exploited others, and that the state exploited others as 
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well, and in this way, the beginnings of early Christianity were destroyed, resulting in even more crime than 
before.  

When the devil heard: “I invented ‘The Church,’’’ he said: “What is ‘The Church’”? He didn’t know. And the 
second highest devil answered with the following:  

One can imagine the church in this way: When these hypocrites utter untruths and suspect that they will not be 
believed, they always call upon God to be their witness. This, in essence, is “The Church” but I built in another 
wrinkle. Those who call themselves “The Church” convince themselves that they cannot go wrong, so they 
convince themselves that they cannot and must not repudiate their lies. This greatest of lies is what they call 
“infallibility.” I taught these pathetic men that God, to ensure that he should not be misunderstood, gave power 
to certain men, and to those to whom they chose to transfer this power, that they alone could infallibly interpret 
his teachings. So these men, who collectively call themselves ‘The Church’ regard themselves as possessing 
the truth, not because what they have passed on is good or reasonable, but simply because they see 
themselves as the only true heirs of the disciples, their hated master, and finally of God himself.  

So, Tolstoy’s opinion was that the devil founded the Church. And that Tolstoy wasn’t just shooting in the dark 
is shown in the following formulation of the Catholic Church in Neuner-Roos:  

Hence also the meaning of the sacred dogmas is perpetually to be retained which our Holy Mother Church has 
once declared; nor is that meaning ever to be departed from under the pretence or pretext of a deeper 
comprehension of them. … (No. 48)  

And, as already quoted: “Any one does not accept the whole of the Church’s tradition, both written and 
unwritten – anathema sit” (No. 78).  

In No. 351, we also read: “… It is to be held as a matter of faith that no one can be saved outside the Apostolic 
Roman Church. It is the only ark of salvation and anyone who does not enter it must sink in the flood.”  

Logically, this means that all other religions deserve eternal damnation. The great world religions are, for 
example, Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Jainism, Confucianism, Judaism, Taoism, or even all the Protestant and 
other denominations that are not Catholic. It has always been said that this statement was weakened at the 
Vatican Council, but this is not borne out. We can read what was decided at the Vatican Council, in Neuner-
Roos: “Hence they could not be saved who, knowing that the Catholic Church was founded as necessary by 
God through Christ, would refuse either to enter it or to remain in it” (No. 417, German Edition).  

But who of the Protestants all over the world does not know of the Catholic Church? Everyone knows the 
Catholic Church. This means that this sentence holds true for all people except at most, some isolated tribes in 
the rainforest of Papua New Guinea or the Amazon basin, who really don’t know that a Catholic Church exists. 
But for all others it holds true: According to the Church, they are damned.  

  

Getting back to the question: Who is sitting on the Chair of Peter? The founder of the Protestant Lutheran 
Church, Martin Luther, wrote an answer in the Smalcald Articles in 1537:  

… all things which the Pope, from a power so false, mischievous, blasphemous, and arrogant, has done and 
undertaken, have been and still are purely diabolical affairs and transactions … the holy Christian Church can 
exist very well without such a head, and it would certainly have remained better if such a head had not been 
raised up by the devil … This teaching shows forcefully that the Pope is the very Antichrist, who has exalted 
himself above, and opposed himself against Christ because he will not permit Christians to be saved without 
his power … the Pope’s teaching, where it is best … is nothing other than the devil himself, because above 
and against God he urges his falsehoods concerning masses, purgatory, the monastic life, one’s own works 
and divine worship … and condemns, murders and tortures all Christians who do not exalt and honor these 
abominations above all things. Therefore, just as little as we can worship the devil himself as Lord and God, 
we can endure his apostle, the Pope, or Antichrist, in his rule as head and lord. For in the Council we will stand 
… before the Pope and devil himself, who intends to listen to nothing, but merely to condemn, to murder and 
to force us into idolatry…69  

That is what the founder of the Lutheran Church has to say about the pope. And even though this was never 
retracted, the Protestant churches tend to curry favor with the Catholic Church. Why? Maybe because the 
Protestant Lutheran Church also still has a lot of paganism in it. The Protestants did not take over the cult of 
Mary and relics, but they did take over a lot of other things that are pagan. For example, the altars in the 
churches are a pagan concept, a pagan practice. The pulpit existed already in the Isis cult. And the early 
Christians did not have communion in such a ritualized form as has been developed in the Catholic and 
Lutheran churches. They celebrated a feast of love together, at which they ate with each other and at which 
the poor were also fed. It is only later that it became ritualized and was turned into something called the 
Sacrifice of the Mass, a meal of sacrifice, which also existed in pagan cults.  

Luther took this over as well as many other aspects. But above all, the Protestant-Lutherans took over the 
main component, namely, that of the priests, where a human being presumes to stand between an individual 
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and God. It is a central aspect of Catholic teaching, that you can get into heaven only when you believe what 
another person tells you. And the Protestant Church also took over this superstition: Only the priests can 
mediate salvation for you. Whereby they are also contradicting their own Bible again, because it says there: 
“For there is one God, and there is one mediator between God and men” and now it comes, not the priests, 
but it says in the Bible, “the man Jesus Christ.” There’s no talk at all about priests in 1 Tim. 2:5.  

Although they adopted a lot of things from the Catholic Church which, in turn, took from paganism, none of this 
is going to do the Protestants any good, because according to Catholic teaching, if they do not adopt the 
central doctrines of Catholic faith in their entirety, then all Protestants are damned.  

We have now heard a lot about eternal damnation, about hell, and such atrocities. On the one hand, the 
Catholic Church acknowledges that man bears within an immortal soul; on the other hand, it proclaims that the 
one who doesn’t believe in its dogma will be destroyed. So the life created by God will be destroyed, if the 
person doesn’t believe in the dogmas of this organization.  

Of itself, hell is a thought, of which we must say that if just one person lands in eternal damnation and stays 
there, that would be a victory over God, because God created this life. God is a God of love and if only one 
person remains eternally damned, then God would be vanquished. So therefore, this teaching of hell and of 
eternal damnation is a blasphemy against God.  

  

But when we question this more exactingly, it is often denied or played down by the Catholics. For example, a 
German Catholic newspaper (Weltbild, 20/96: “Ewig Einsam”), has a forum for the Catholics to ask questions 
and receive answers and there it says: “How should one talk about hell these days?” And the answer is: 
“There is a thesis that hell means for a person that he simply ceases to exist. He is no more.”  

  

Does this means that suddenly there is a brand new interpretation? What’s behind this thought that the person 
shall no longer exist?  

They’re not saying it’s a dissolution into Nirvana, where the energy still remains, but that the person dissolves 
into nothing. What is “nothing”? Is there such a thing as nothing if everything is energy? The law of God knows 
no such thing as decay, or dissolution or disappearing or ceasing to exist. Instead, it knows only 
transformation, evolution and growing into higher forms of being. So behind such a statement, that a being 
simply ceases to exist, there is either a profound lack of spiritual knowledge, or perhaps the desire to destroy 
the creation of God.  

  

The Catholic Church also claims in its Catechism that the Church  is “necessary for salvation.” (No. 846) This 
means that for the salvation of a person it is necessary to be in this church. If he is not in this church, then he 
will not attain salvation; he is damned.  

This is even written up in a dogma, also found in Neuner-Roos:  

The Holy Roman Church, founded through the word of our Lord and Redeemer, firmly believes, confesses and 
proclaims that no one outside of the Catholic Church, neither pagan nor Jew, nor non-believer or one 
separated from the unity will take part in eternal life, but will rather fall victim to the eternal fire, which is 
prepared for the devil and his angels, if before his death he does not join it (the church). (No. 381, German 
edition)  

  

Protestant -Luthe ran  doct r ine :  God has  pre -determined ,  t ha t  i s ,  has  foreseen ,   
who goes  to  heaven and who goes  to  he l l  

It has become clear that according to Catholic doctrine, Protestants, for example, will fall victim to the eternal 
fires of eternal damnation. Now, as a Protestant, a person could deny this by saying that he doesn’t believe in 
this dogma, and therefore has nothing to worry about, perhaps even quoting the Bible: “Come out of her, my 
people, lest you take part in her sins, lest you share in her plagues.” (Rev.18:4) However, what a Protestant-
Lutheran person doesn’t know is that he might be jumping from the pot into the frying pan. For although it is 
not openly stated today, the Protestant-Lutheran Church teaches that a person is predestined. According to 
the arbitrary will of God, a part of mankind is promised salvation and the other part falls victim to eternal 
damnation, without being able to do anything about it. Such a doctrine is actually even more perverse than that 
of the Roman-Catholic Church. So, Protestant-Lutheran belief surely is not a way out of this dilemma.  

To shed more light on this, we quote from an article published in “Quodlibet Online Journal of Christian 
Theology and Philosophy” written by Ken Ristau and titled: “Concerning the Will: An historical and analytical 
essay examining Martin Luther’s treatise ‘The Bondage of Will.’” 70  

God is all-powerful and therefore, God’s will is alone immutable. Any person, therefore, that appeals to the 
freedom of human will attempts to usurp for themselves an attribute that belongs only to God … God freely 
chooses to create our present reality and likewise, He freely sustains this reality. In fact, reality does not exist 
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except by the will of God … In this respect, one realizes why Luther cannot ascribe free will to any created 
being. For Luther, the concept of free will requires total autonomy that can only exist as an attribute of the 
Divine, whose will is not subject to any other will. God, in effect, creates the ability to will. God alone has free 
will. As Luther states, it follows, therefore, that ‘free-will’ is obviously a term applicable only to the Divine 
Majesty; for only He can do, and does (as the Psalmist sings) ‘whatever he wills in heaven and earth’ 
(Ps.135:6).71  

In Luther’s theology, the will of God is not contingent and so likewise, the foreknowledge of God is also not 
contingent. For whatever God wills, he foreknows and so, whatever He foreknows must, by necessity, happen 
… Luther … asserts, though not at any length, that the grace of God is a gift given only to the elect, to those 
whom God by his foreknowledge has predestined to become his children … “So utterly does grace refuse to 
allow any particle or power of ‘free-will’ to stand beside it” 72 and at the conclusion of his work where he 
declares: “So, if we believe that Satan is the prince of this world, ever ensnaring and opposing the kingdom of 
Christ with all his strength, and that he does not let his prisoners go unless driven out by the power of the 
Divine Spirit, it is again apparent that there can be no ‘free-will.’ ” 73  

  

So, clearly a person doesn’t need a church. Because whether it is foreseen or predestined, if it happens 
anyway, then I must have really taken leave of my senses, if I still pay into and support this institution.  

  

A church  tha t  den ies  the  f r ee  w i l l  o f  the  people  den ies  the  foundat ion  o f  t he  
l ega l  order .  A  paradox  in  e f fec t  

The absurdity of this doctrine becomes particularly clear when we apply these statements to specific incidents. 
Imagine a court case, where someone has committed a crime, and the perpetrator of the crime says: “Well, 
even before I was born, God decided that I would be a bad person or would commit a bad crime. So you can’t 
condemn me for this.” What would the judge have to say about this?  

Most likely, it would be for him as it is for most Protestants: He wouldn’t know a thing about it. For the 
Protestants “believe,” but for the most part, they do not really know what they believe in. So the judge would 
most likely simply ignore this objection  

However, this remains an interesting paradox that is pre-programmed into the teachings of the Protestant-
Lutheran Church and which undermines every legal system. A church that denies a person’s freedom of will in 
ethical matters, and that says, as did Luther that: “we are captives, bond slaves to Satan and by nature 
‘children of wrath.’” 74 is basically denying the foundation of our legal system, including our constitution, which 
assumes that every person has the freedom to develop according to his personal decisions, to shape his life 
according to his ethical standards. All this is ruled out when we take Luther’s teaching seriously.  

Our whole legal system could not function. No one could be sentenced for a crime, since right from the 
beginning the perpetrator of the crime lacks any guilt in the matter.   

Basically, we have a senseless condition of un-free “marionettes of God.” Although God is freedom, a God of 
love, an image of man is being instilled that turns the creations of God into marionettes, something that God 
never created.  

So do we need a legal system at all if we are all marionettes? The one is condemned to evil and the other to 
good, the one for heaven, the other for hell. According to Luther, we cannot do otherwise. So then, do we need 
a legal system?  

The state couldn’t even function according to the Lutheran principle, so it is simply ignored. And there is one 
thing we shouldn’t forget: If the jury or judge were to deny the free will of the accused just as Luther did, they 
would have to deny their own and then declare themselves incapable of sound judgment, and with this, the 
whole system would fall apart.  

From a logical point of view, the next question we could ask would be if we even need a legal system at all, 
since according to Protestant teaching, a person is pre-destined, and Catholic doctrine states: “If you don’t 
believe, you are eternally damned.” If I am eternally damned, why do I need a court decision?  

Catholic theologians would counter by saying that the legal order in the world should see to it that a certain 
order is maintained. Order for whom? For those who have already been damned?  

  

The caste  o f  p r ies ts  de termines  what  t akes  p l ace  in  t he  s ta t e  –  as  l ong  as  the  
people  a l low  th is .  A  d i c ta torsh ip  t r i es  to  ru l e  over  a  democracy  

If we look very closely at the Catholic doctrine, above all, the statements in the books of Moses, which 
according to Catholic doctrine are the “true word of God” and which the New Testament is said to “shed light” 
on, then we actually don’t need a legal system because in the end, the priests always have the last word. And 
so, we could say that this legal system is merely a cloak that is draped about oneself when necessary, while in 
actuality, the Catholic Church says what should be done, and the world order should do what the Church 
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wants. This is how the national or state legitimized order of law appears in church doctrine. One could also say 
that democracy, where power starts with the people, should be maintained for the sake of appearances. In 
reality, it is the caste of priests of the prevailing religion that wants to determine what is done.  

We are reminded of what was done with Jesus of Nazareth. Who was it that killed Him? It wasn’t the Roman 
occupational authority, the world power at that time; instead, it was the caste of priests. The question may 
have sounded rather strange: Do we need worldly judges? The answer could be: According to the Bible and 
church doctrines, we need them so that the caste of priests have a cover for their operations of violence.  

Whether we call it the Lutheran Church or the Catholic Church, the government, in any case, should be their 
long arm, the one that carries out their policies as long as the people allow this.  

This is also rather ingeniously stated in the book by Neuner-Roos (No. 349): “We decree that the Holy 
Apostolic See and the Roman Pontiff have primacy in the whole world.”  

Wouldn’t one have to say: The people are led to believe in democracy, but in reality, isn’t it a dictatorship of 
the Church behind democracy? Consider the fact that the Church demands of its faithful in every situation – be 
it private or professional – that Christian doctrine prevail as determined by church doctrine. With this, the 
ideology of an organization is being placed above the state legal system. Since it is a totalitarian ideology, 
which has nothing in common with democracy, one could justifiably say that here a dictatorship is attempting 
to rule over a democracy.  

  

The impera t i ve  sen tence  o f  the  Catho l ic  Church  i s  app l i ed  i n  publ i c  l i f e :  
“We determine  wha t  i s  Chr i s t i an!”  

Of course, one must always differentiate between imperative sentences and the question whether these 
imperative sentences can realistically be exercised. Totalitarian imperative sentences from the Catholic pagan 
church are rather dangerous simply as imperative sentences.   

Of course, many may say, “But in reality, they aren’t put into practice!” It is interesting to note that Cardinal 
Meissner of Cologne recently demanded that the German political party, the Christian Democratic Union cross 
the C out of its name. Not because the CDU, as well as the Catholic Church, have nothing to do with Christ, 
but because, as he said: “We determine what is Christian!” Meissner let it be known that the party does not 
conform to his strict reactionary concepts. (Protestant Press Service: June 5, 2005) So apparently, this 
imperative sentence of the Church is not only on paper, but is also put into practice.  

If anyone has any doubt about this, we recommend the book by Gabriele titled, “For Experienced Analysts: 
Discover the Truth. The Church and State Authority and the Justice of God.”75  With impressive conciseness 
and clarity, this book explains how these mechanisms function. According to it, the strings of a democratic 
state are being pulled by the caste of priests.  

After all the absurdities that have been discussed here on pagan faith in the churches, we would like to quote 
a brief excerpt from this book. On page 75 it says:  

More and more people are critical toward church belief. Originally they equated God with the Church. But 
because they are no longer in agreement with the Church, they are now also doubting the existence of God. 
But which God? The God whom the churches taught about and still do? God is not the “God” of the churches! 
Christ is not the “Christ” of church doctrine! If the Spirit of eternal truth had not come at this time in His word, 
many would actually not know who God or who Christ is and what we should think of Him. They would not 
know that they can grow closer to Him and understand Him by turning to Him, who dwells in their inner being. 
Jesus taught that the Kingdom of God is in us. He taught us to go to a quiet chamber: “But when you pray, go 
into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father who is in secret; and your Father who sees in secret 
will reward you.” (Mt.6:6)  

Dear readers, if you are among those people who can no longer believe in the God of the churches and the 
Christ of the churches, then try out what Jesus taught us. Original Christians create a quiet room  where they 
can withdraw to pray – it can simply be a small, nicely arranged corner in a room. But this can also be done by 
going into nature, by listening to the sounds of nature, by becoming quiet in the process, and praying to God, 
our Father, in this way. Soon, you can experience that this is the quickest way to draw closer to God in you.  

 


